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TURKS

HERCE- BATTLE RAGES IN HEX ICO CITY

SESSIOI TRYING TO SCA

REQUEST SENATE

-

BETWEEN DIAZ AND MA DERO TROOPS; THE

GOVERNMENT

TELLS ONLY

SIR EDWARD GREY IT HAS
HAD ENOUGH,"

EOOSIERS

IS
COMMUNICATED
TO AMBASSADORS OF THE

RE-

SHELLS FLY INDISCRIMINATELY
PUBLIC

BUILDINGS

ENTIRE FIRST BRIGADE OF FIRST
ARMY DIVISION RESTS ON
ITS ARMS

AND

ZAPATISTAS JOIN WITH DIAZ

OTHER

MEXICO CHIHUAHUA

IN

FOREIGNERS

CITY

REMARKABLE

CITY THREATENED
WARRING ARMIES

BY .THE

ONLY MOST DIBE

NECESSITY

CITIZENS

OF OTHER

MAYi.M0VE

RE-

SHELLS
THE

CAPITAL

MADERO

CONSIDERS

THE

MEANTIME
THE BALWILL CONTINUE TO
CARRY ON THE WAR.

London,

KABACO

I

THEIR

CONFINE

THEY
TIONS,

OPERA-

HOWEVER, TO PILLAGING THE CITY

The federal
the battle in the
troops
streets of the Mexican capital at
6:35 o'clock this morning with a light
artillery fire. The action soon became general, all the artillery on
both Bides being brought into play.
The cannon fire was augmented by
sweeping salvos from the machine
guns, while the Infantry came into
viiittyV" aaJ"irnilvi4uJ
action
Mexico City, Feb. 12

'

AND HIS CABINET ANNOUNCE THEY WILL
PROCEED WITH CARE

PRESIDENT

TAFT

Washington, Feb. 12 The first brt
gade of the First army division, numbering' 3,000 men, are on their arms
ready to entrain at a moment's notice
for Newport News, to board transports
for Mexico.
Twenty-fiv- e
hundred marines from
the Atlantic fleet and the Guantanamo
naval station prepared, to sail for Vera
Cruz to go to thfJief of the foreign
V'T.iB- 'f t;:viki;;i.
Four
siegSiJ, as
dreadnoughts of the battleship fleet
are steaming at top steed to Tampico
and Vera Cruz, and two other warships are rushing on the Pacific side
to Mexican ports to afford refuges to
Americans and other foreigners.
President Taft and the cabinet are,
firm in their determination not to
land an American soldier in, Mexico
unless the most dire necessity forces;
it These are the developments of
the day in the attitude of the United
States toward the neyest revolution
k-r- ,

iuey-4rff''-

shooting'.

iYi-ii;."- .

at

The Mutual Life Insurance building was sot on fire at 8 o'clock by
a shell from a rebel field gun. It is
a four story structure on the corner of Cinco JIayo and San Juan de
Latron streets. The rebels under
Felix Diaz started to advance toward
the national palace at a quarter to
nine.
The rebels seemingly are employing heavier cannon than they did
yesterday. They directed their fire
toward the national palace and on
the higher buildings In the center of in Mexico.
American Troops Ready to Move
the business district, on many of
to
have been made
are
Preparations
which federal machine guns
mounted and federal rifisinen are move approximately 2,500 marines
from the ships of the Atlantic fleet
posted.
and
the Guantanamo naval station to
dipthe
of
The suggestion
foreign
lomats that a neutral zone be estab- Vera Cruz, to be held in readiness
lished Is considered unfeasible by there for landing in case it should be
the government, which points out necessary to relieve the foreign legathat it is impossible to foretell in tions in Mexico City.
The first brigade of the Fii-s- t
which, direction the action may be
of the army, about 3,000 strong,
shifted. In reality, on account of
been
ordered prepared for "expehas
cannon
used,
the long range of the
there is no place in the city which ditionary service." It is composed of
s
the Third infantry at Madison
can be said tobe safe.
Fifth
the
and
infantry
Oswego,
The contending rebels and federal
forces occupied the Bame positions at Plattsburg and the Twenty-nintthis morning as at tne Beginning of infantry at Fort Nlgaraga, all in New
the fighting yesterday.
An effort, York.
This organization has just been
made by the federals to isolate the
into existence as part of, the
was
brought
from
water
their
rebels
supply
and
ineffective, because there a number scheme of army
for-- I
to
for
the
call
its
in
responsiveness
the portion
of the artesian wells
eign service may be regarded as a
of the city occupied by the rebels.
- According to reports from the reb- first practical tost of the value of tK
el lines, Felix Diaz utilized the night new system.
The first brigade will entrain for
hour in further fortifying the poin the event
sitions he had taken up and which Newport News, Va., only
issued
orders
that
the
preparatory
had
strong
even yesterday
proved
others
followed
are
by
this
morning
enough to withstand me attacks
Within
made by the government troops. The Helling the troops In motion.
i
federal force was strengthened dim the 24 hours after such an order,
ormost
distant
is
the
that
of
exited
lng the night by reinforcements
both artlllory and infantry. The new ganization within the brgnde wll ararrivals took up positions along the rive at Newport News.
Major General Aleshire, quartermasstreets loadins to the scene of bat-tie- ,
ter general, todsiy followed up the on
The streets of the capital during dera to commission the army trans
the hours of darkness had the ap- ports at Newport News by droctngthe
pearance of a great armed camp. immediate assembly of food supplieswagon transportation and other equip
Sentinels challenged all passers-b- y
soldiers of all ment, for troops on foreign service.
at each corner.
The transports are the Meade, Mo
branches of the servico slept on the
pavements, while large numbers of Ciellaml, Sumner and Ktlpntrie.k. The
horses were tethered in the great .McClelland is the smallest, with capaAlameda park, many of the cavalry- city for three hundred trooiw; the
men lying down besile them. In three other shp3 are able o carry
many parts of the city the electric about S00 men each. There is no
wires were cut by bullets and this doubt that the four can easily accomresulted in long stretches of almost modate the entire First brigade of
divi-visio-

Ear-rack-

h

PRESIDENT
LOCATING

TEMPORARILY

IN

OF THEM ARE FLEEING
FROM THE PLACE AS RAPIDLY

MANY

SAN LUIS POTOSI

BUCKETSHOPPING
CHARGES
Chicago. Feb. 12. Eight board of
trade members may be investigated
on charges of "bucketshopping" and

AS POSSIBLE

on

Page Five)

(t.'oiinuutjo

on

page

Five)

THEY
ARE
BACKING
TRANSPORTATION LINES IN
CAUSING TROUBLE.

SAYS

LINCOLN'S

HE

DAY

HOLDS

ACCXFEEEfiCE

UPPER HOUSE

STATES

Santa Fe, N. M
Feb. 12. The
senate was in session but two ruin- this afternoon, adjourning in
of Lincolifs birthiay. The
only business was th- appointing of
a committee to welcome Vice President-elect
Marshall when he visits
Santa Fe on February 17. The following is the committee: Senators
Crampton, Alidredge, McCoy, Mabry
and Miera. On motion of Senator
Mabry lieutenant Governor E. C. de
Eaca was included in tne committee.
A similar committee win be appointed by the speaker of the house
tomorrow. This committee will consist of one member from each, counElaborate preparations are bety.
ing made by former citizens of Indiana to welcome the vice president, it
is proposed to hold a reunion of ail
Indianans in Santa Fe pa that date.
Among the prominent
here are Chief Justice Roberts, Spni- 1
A"
t,rs Cramii'on.

Sew ork- - Feb- - 12. W. S. Carter,
vresiuent or tne Brotherhood of Loco-te- s
mot-ivFiremen and Engicetnen,
PlifIeii today his, statement of yes- terday that the railroads were deter
mined to 'put fear into the heart
Woodrow Wilson," by a great etrfia
as a means of securing higher freight
rates, and added that in his opinion,
Wall Street was responsible for tha
situation.
The firemen's leader gave this ea
his analysis of the deadlock cow existing betweea 54 astern ra!Iroad3
and their 34,000 Crernin, immediately;
after he had concluded a conference
with Judge Martin A- - Knapp of tha
United States commerce court and,
G. W. W. Hanger,
acting commissioner of labor, before whom both sides
are to explain their contentions.
"I meant exactly what I said yesterday," said Carter. "The railroads
are trying to put lear into
cKxinow
Wilson's heart And that is exarm'

TO ARBITRATION BOARD.
THAT HIS ORDER WILL NOT
GIVE IN A POINT.

J

am-hon- or

c--t

El Paso. Tex., Feb.
12. Rioting "skinning trades" according to reports
broke out last night in Chihuahut City, circulated about the board of trade
Mexico City, Feb. 12. An 4 ; the rioters shunting "Vivas" for the building today. Simultaneously with
Felix Diaz revolution, say passengers these reports the contents of an open
American woman named Mrs.
who arrived here early today from letter sent to President. Edward AnHolmes, was killed while the
the state capital It was not learned drew by A. F. Robinson of Matteson
battle was raging at 2 o'clock
'
this afternoon. Both legs of
whether tlv federal garrison had re- HI., were made public. The Frank
Punch-MarM.
P,ales. caudal brought
volted.
another' Amafrican woman, a
to light the widening of the lnvestis-a-- '
Mrs. Griffith, were shot off fi Telegia
,
while she was preparing din-- . f Juarez na- t t'C I,t I' ti ('l,
r
s
iis her borne, Fieb was U ,
fore oTij'-rf
ttChihuahua
the line of the federal fire.
reached the border.
Las
euas. have
Much anxif-t- X felt here for the safe- TREASONS CL'tiES GEO IS- .- s
in fcanta Fe that thej
ty of the large American colony at the
pect 10 nring a delegation of ex - nes urging the whole clung, upnoid- state capital, which normally is a city
Hoosiers
here to attend the reunion j icS the railroads in their stand
ASKED
MONEY
TOR
Mexico City, Feb. 12. Americans of 30,000 inhabitants, more than 2,00n
ana greet the vice president. Judge it were not for them the railroads
and other foreigners living in this of whom are foreigners.
Long formerly lived in Indianapolis would not dare shoulder the butma
that as the ARKANSAS
Pa.sseng?rs reported
city found themselves in a desperate
OFFI- - and it was m his office that Vie for a strikje."
REPUBLICAN
situation today. The foreign residen- train passed through Chihuahua, a
Carter and the adjustment commitPresident-elec-t
CIAL STATES UNTRUTHS
Marshall first studied
tial and commercial districts lay in surging nob filled the streets. VolHAVE BEEN TOLD.
law. Both houses will meet tomor- tee of the onion discussed their grievois were heard from the
the direct line of artillery fire from leys of
ances with Messrs. Knapp and Hanrow at 10 o'ciock.
both the rebel and federal positions. direction 3f the interior of the town.
ger for more than three hours today,
Washington, Feb. 12. Gordon a.
Many people who, had taken refuge in Chihuahui is the headquarters of Gen- Campbell of Little Rock, Ark., treasrefusing to yield any points of their
SHIP REACHES PORT
the more important buildings found eral Antonio Rabago, federal comman- urer of the republican state commitdemands for higher wages an4 tetChrist Church. New Zealand. Feb. ter
themselves penned in, while heavy der of th northern military zone, and tee of Aransas, told the Clapp cam- working conditions. After the con- 12. The Terra Nova, the vessel which
l fere nee.
shells whistled about them, tearing 2,000 fedaral troops are stationed
Judge Knapp said no state
took Captain Robert F. Scott to the ment would
be made at present.
through walla and roofs. The cable of- there.
today that he knew nothing of the Antarctic on his
way to the south
The ptssenger train arriving here charge of Thomas J. Camp, former
fice was severely damaged by shrapand whjich returned ther
to
nel and it wac feared that communica- today brought 200 American refuges, postmaster at Beebe, Ark., of being pole
STANDARD STAYS OUSTEJD
him back, but in stead brought
-tion with the outside world might be most of (hem from the Casas Grand es removed from office because he re- fetch
lz. The
'ity, mo.,
!?7m
vjymc Missouri
district The passengers report that fused to contribute to the 1912 cam- the news of his compantc-temporarily cut off.
supreme court today refused
mornin
deeds arrived
this port this
to modify the judgment
of ouster
All surrounding streets were occu- near Moitezuma, on the Mexican Cen- paign and declared "he had never
ing. ,
an.
reb100
Infanwas
e
made
sent
tral,
Oil company,
postof-ficfttempt
by
information
to
against the Standard
the
any
pied by troops and throughout
and the origiual order, ousting tin?
department concerning Camp's
try men kept up a constant rifle fire. els to dynamite the train. The dynacompany from the state, now stands.
Neither side gained any perceptible mite wai discovered on the track, refusal to contribute."
BOOT STILL WORKING
e
The original order was issued mor
Campbell pointed out that the
advantage up to noon, when plans for however, by a small body of troops
beA
the
of
train.
than four years ago.
skirmish
guarding
a conference between the leaders
inspector's
report against
AGAINST CANAL DILL The opinion of the court today-waCamp on the strength of which the
the rebels and representatives of the tween tie troops and the would-bconcurred
in ny five judges,
government were taken up for discus- dynamites resulted !ri !n capture of latter's resignation was demanded.
Chief
Justice Lamm and J.;.'.:
sion at the national palace, following eight relels, one of whom is a Swede' was signed September 7, 1912 before
NEW YORK SENATOR IS ANXIOUS Woodson dissenting.
The dissenting
a visit to Madero by the American from the United States. The rest of he besan soliciting funds.
THAT COPE TOI I C rl AIICC
judges held that to oust the Standard
ambassador and the German minister. the revolutionists fled.
Oil company from the state would
BE EXCLUDED.
From the Madero iwint of view, two
TAFT TO PHILADELPHIA
leave
the Waters-FiercOil comruay
dethe
of
of the most serious
day's
Feb.
J2. President
Washington,
12.
of the oil business of Misin
of
control
Feb.
Repeal
Washington,
rebwere
ihe
by
releasing
velopments
Taft, accompanied by every member;
the free passage ' provision of the souri. Henry Clay Pierce, by pur- els of several thousand criminals from 5
of his cabinet, except Secretaries
1 Knox, Stimson and Fisher, left here Panama canal act as the "wiisest chase, recently acquired n ilia hold
the city prison, and the arrival in tht
TfOAY IN CONGRESS
out of a very embar- ings of the Rockefeller :.u -- u in
Zaat 3 p. m. on the Pennsylvania rail- and best way
city. of AlfoiiM) iUiranda, one of
and injurious situation" was the Waters-Pierc- e
company.
rassing
folof
band
a
with
road for Philadelphia where tonLtht
pata's lieutenants,
The dissenting judges r?unu"- - 1
by Senator Root today before
urged
to
have
aid
are
who
plotted
will
anniverlowers,
attend the fiftieth
ed that a commission bo a p
the senate committee on
WashUston, Feb. i2.Senaie: Pro- they
the wholesale looting of the capital.
dinner of the Union League club.
t licise chamber for electoral sary
ceeded
canals in support ot his bill for a to take testimony and dttiof
proviMeanwhile, the scarcity
vote couit.
taken, la vtew
repeal of the provision which ex- - what action should
sions is alrendy causing suffering
Root urged repeal of free
Senator
of the changed conditio! s in V
v
hipping;
among the poorer classes. Ordinary
situation in Missouri.
toll provision of Panama canal aet SOLDIERS TAKE
food is obtainable only in small quanbefore
The petition to n l f tie
canals committed
tities and at prices from five to ten
e
funds
f four vosirs n.:o was
froe
:,; i
niSTRlf.T
lhe
t0
order
proro,eal
wo,k
investigation
Campala
Passage
FFJiNIWl
times the usual rate.. ', ,
roniiaued inquiry into 1012 camrt pteuit n the tIt was unofficially reported at 1 paign fuiuH.
to submit the canal disputo to Oil company. The court, in overj States
o'clock that Madero had ordered a
.
House: Lincoln memorial exercises MILITIAMEN IN COMPLETE
arbitration, and the Question of this ruling tlu motion, mUI
siiftcnFion of firing, as he dreaded
'
TROL OF SITUATION AT
country's risht to exempt coastwise has no power to moa.fv u
'
foreign interference, but, although
i
traffic from toils, figured in the dis ordor, as the t i j 1 t
In joint session with senate, mem- MUCKLOW, W. VAi
them was a slight, lull, the firing did hers witmssed
n
i
d me ' .
cussion.
n.lht have l.i
counting' of presiden- not entirely cease.
"Is it not a fact," asked Senator The ouster j1 d n t 1
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 12.-- !
tiul eleetoml vote.
.Madero says be will not yield in
Treading steon paths and luneiot O'Gornian of Senator Root, "that the f ::!' ed fcy t. - '
into the dense underbrush covering j protest of Great Britaia g:i!nst the United SiaUK Tlec
WOKEN WRECK PARK.
nny case, but If Diaz persists in the
' t r
i
",ove "x1
bombardment hp
Mueklow free passag provision vaa inspired' fins c
around
London, Feb. 12 The refreshment the mountains
to San Luis Potosi or some other hall In Regent's Park, London, was where miae guards and striking min-- j by raUrcad Interests of Canada, scl- bat asked ta la .
u5 t
v
i
burned dwn today by militant suf- era battled early in the wee;, squads j icgr with the great railroads of tttd rc?s in V..,' i
point.
c ' t
.;'. ;t'i ' j
Minister or Foment Manuel TUmilla. fragettes. The women left no clue of militiamen today sought for the j United States?"
dead and wounded.. Military oriicers
not .aeard from any rail- have
"I
trav- to their dentity, but on an adjoinwho
American
to
an
according
Senator
believe that many mora men than , road in this matter," id
LUCKY LLOYD
eled with him from San Luis Pototl ing path ie words "Votes for womto
X- scratched in the have been reported were shot Curing Coot, "and I Mrs bo
Las been attempting to arrange witj en" were foumi
turrit.! away
lourt
they fcaTo ay Intcrca."
graveL "e bunding was of consid- the fighting and we;the governor of that state for the
Biz?. Baffcpis smelling strong- - to the remote sections of the till
coxsrJttca took to tctiou to- - f3 It,
The
erable
national
of the
capital
to
rid in the eouEtry by thir
':.
re but he found the governor ob - JJy of pcroieorn were
;. rr- f ..
r
by.
n"
f titmie.
"'

k

i

1

f

I

post-offic-

e
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i

I

e

inter-oceani-

c

-

CHAEGEprrT.r

c

coin-mite-
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(Continued

SO

.CHARGE EE ELATES WALL STEEET E!EN

ADJOURNS OUT
OF RESPECT TO MEMORY OF
MARTYR PRESIDENT.

Feb. 12. The ' Turkish
government today formally requested Sir Edward Grey to invite the
THE FEDERAL GENERAL, WITH A European
powers to intervene to
stop the Balkan war The request
LATGE FORCE, MAKES THAT
was communicated to the ambassaPLACE HIS BASE
dors here, who transmitted it to their
respective
governments. The amwill
bassadors
meet on Friday to
AMERICANS ARE IN DANGER
report the result.
OF

JO'

PRESIDENT.

KANS

TION FOR DIAZ

OF THE

PATH

SIDE ON THE
BIG

NATIONS

OF IN

SCENE

IS

OF
FIREMEN'S
SIZES UP THE
STRIKE SITUATION.

HEAD

MARSHALL.

TTAKE

WILL MAKE DECISION FRIDAY OBSERVES

DEMONSTRA-

SHIPS SAILING TO THE SOUTH ARTILLERY FIEE RAKES CITY HEADQUARTERS

HOMES BOTH BHANCHES Or THE NATION.
AL FIGHTING FORCE PREARE
PARED FOR ACTION

OF FOREIGN CONSULS
DAMAGED

REPUBLIC

STRAITS

COMMITTEE
MR.

BROTHERHOOD

APPOINT-

IS

INCOME

PRESIDENT

THEY WILL LEAD IN HONORING
THE COUNTRY'S NEW VICE

OTHER NATIONS.

ADVANTAnt
LATE THIS AFTERNOON THE
SULT OF THE BATTLE IS
PROBLEMATICAL

OTHERPARTSOF

IN DESPERATE

READY FOR A

OF

GREET

REQUEST

ABLE TO GAIN

BUS1NES3

MENT

WANTS FORM AUNTERVENTION

ARE RIOTS TERRORIZE

SIDE IS AMERICA MAKING AMERICANS

NEITHER

OTTOMAN

THE

MINUTES

END IT

UNITED STATES IS URGED TO INTERVENE

TV0

LAST BUT

POWERS TO

mp-pc-i-

TWO

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
phone, to holders of Rocky Mountain
Hell shares, (which they exchanged
lor Mountain States stock), and also
to those who have invested in our
shares since the merger was effect- ed.
There was outstanding, December
31, 1911, as shown by my last annual
of Mountain
report, $20,304,300.00
States stock. Though the average of

FEBRUARY

12, 1913.

1911 is manifestly difficult, if not alThree million, seven hundred and Laws of 1880, of New Mexico, and set
Ss
most impossible, without entering forty-fivthousand nine hundred and forth in this certificate as follows
into great detail. The statement for sixty dollars and thirty-fou- r
cents
"The name of
such corporation
the year 1911 was made up by corn- - ($3,745,960.31) was paid back directly shall be 'The
TELEPHONE AND
Society for the Preser
bining the individual earnings of the in salaries and wages to employes vation of
Antiquities in New
I
three merged companies prior to residing in our own territory. The Mexico.' Spanish
TELEGRAPH CO.
their consolidation, and adding to percentage of gross receipts applied
"Its object shall be the protection
this total the actual gross earnings to salaries and wages, is not equalled and
preservation of churches, build
of the Mountain States company for by any public service company in the
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A
ings, landmarks, places and articles
Executive Office, Telephone Building
COLO IH ONE DAY.
the period of its existence in 1911. country.
of historic interest
connected with
1421 Champa Street, Denver, Colo.,
for
stock
the
year
With
the rapid growth of the entire
Other items, operating and main-syste- the
outstanding capital
remember
the
full
name. Look
Spanish and Mexican occupation Always
For payment of
February 11, 1913.
was $15,960,850.00.
during 1912, and the accom- - tenance expenses, rent, light, heat, of New Mexico.
this
To the Stockholders:
for
on
availwas
box. 25c.
1911
signature
every
there
dividends, during
panylng necessary increase in the traveling expense, taxes, etc., are
"The term of existence shall be 50
fifi7 9Q1 70 RfflinRt
The following statement, submit- MU,
ohla ,,UtIIWU.I.
- an ntnfll
amount or capital stock outstanding largely disbursed locally. The large
""
"O
years.
ted by me on behalf oi your board dividend payment of $1,022,598.45, through Issue on account of
enlarge- - number and proportionate holdings
"The location of this corporation is Roberts, B. C. Hernandez. Jos r
of directors, exhibits the financial leaving for 1911 $844,695.27 for sur ments, it is difficult to arrive at a of local stockholders In this
No. 740. S. A. Corvin, Taos, the
company (he City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, unaves, Jacouo ui.uvez, H. L
condition of the company, December plus and reserves.
Ortiz, same.
statement showing gross earnings is so well known that it will be read'
and Its registered office is at 113 Pal- Demetrio Perez,
I. M. C. Chavez,
31, 1912
No. 741. H. E. Williams,' Taos, the
It will be noted that December 31, for 12 months, In comparison with to- - Hy understood that a goodly
portion ace avenue, in said city, and L. Brad- James W. Chavez, Manuel S.
On that date we ha, in our entire 1912, there was outstanding $20,994,- - tal
Salazar, same.
capital stock Issued, unless arbi- - of the amount available for dividends ford Prince is
designated as the statu- Squire Hartt, Jr., Camilo Padilla, Mala-quia-s
No. 742. Eli Cornett, Taos,
territory,, 370 exchanges, furnishing 200.00 in stock, representing an
the amount of stock outstanrt- - was likewise 'locailv disbursed
It
the
therein
and in charge
tory
agent
Martinez, Bias Sanchez, John same.
service to 184,608 exchange stations, crease of $6,629,900.00
from figures lng December 31, 1911, Is taken in will be very evident from the
thereof, upon whom process against Baron Burg, Venceslao Jaramillo, M.
No. 743. J. w. Nelson, Taos, the
Including J. 293 toll stations. In ad- in my last annual report. Of this Inwith earnings for 1911, going that the Mountain States com- said
P. Manzanares, Marcos C. de Baca, O. same.
corporation may be served.
'
dition
these 184,668 exchange sta- crease $4,298,700.00 was issued in De- and over against these are
fig- pany is in every way truly local in
f
put
"In witness whereof, we have made N. Marron, T. D. Burns, B. F.
tions, there are 18,390 stations con- cember, 1912, with dividend obliga- ures showing outstanding capital character and management and is no
Pankey,
No. 736. J. x. Rogers,
Taos, the
and
15th
this
certificate
this
signed
Frank W. Parker, R. H. Hanna, Alvan same.
nected with pur system on the lines tions against it commencing January stock December 31, 1912, and
gross small factor in the Industrial health day of January, 1913.
wane.
is.
of connecting companies, making a 1, 1913.
earnings for 1912. On this basis of of the Rocky Mountain region
There are 72 incorporators, whose
total of 203,038 subscribers' stations
Delegates Named
The average capital stock outstand comparison it is shown however.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
One of the most salient features f
names
follow:
Governor William C. McDonald has Vour
in service on December 31, 1912, an ing during the year 1912 was $22,V39,that with the increase in its capital our past year's experience has been
druggist will refund
if
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, Felix
named delegates to the Fourth Ameri PAZO OINTMENT fails to money
Increase of 30,255 during the year, or 354.00. During that year there was stock
cure any
outstanding, your company is the rounding out of our territory by
L.
Amado
Cha
Bradford
Prince,
can Peace congress which meets at case of
a total increase of 40,123 stations available $2,513,370.77 for payment of at the same time
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
gaining in the rela- - the acquisition of practically all of ves, Manuel U. Vigil, Antonio Lucero,
St. Louis in May They are: John A, Protruding riles In 6 to 14
since the merger of the Colorado dividend obligations which, reached tion of its
the
in
Arizona
to
telephone properties
gross earnings
days. 50c.
capital
E.
C. de Baca, Frank W. Clancy, W. H. Pace, of
Telephone company. Rocky Mountain the actual amount of $1,687,334.00;
Clayton; Thomas J. O'Brien, blongs in every home. Adv.
stock, in other words, on this basis I think it is generally known that
H.
L.
B.
Albert
TriLlewellyn,
Bell Telephone company, and the
Fall, Henry
Dawson; Hiram Hadley, Las Cruces
leaving for 1912 a balance of $926,- - of comparison, 1912 shows a gain of this state, since its admission to ttt
W. S. Hopewell, W. M. McCoy, R. W. D.
States Telephone and Telegraph com- 036.77 to reserves and surplus.
1.4 per cent over 1911 in the relation Union, is rapidly forging to the front Waldo,
Bryan, Albuquerque; Jeffer
Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
J. Wight GIddings, George W. Armijo, son
pany, on July 31, 1911; a gain of alIn the report of the Mountain of gross
Raynolds, Las Vegas; L Bradford Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
earnings to outstanding In all of those attributes which char- A. L.
Morrison, Charles M. Light. Prince, former governor of New Mex- N. W. Ry. Co., recommends
most 25 per cent since the merger. States company, as of December 31, stock,
The
Foley
indicating that with increase acterize western development.
W. Prlchard, Lola C. Armijo, ico, of Santa Fe; the Rev. A. M.
Pills and says: "I have used
George
The total miles of exchange and toll 1911, our statement showed payments of
i, Kidney
capital liability there is a more recent establishment of large irriga- Olive
Ennls Hite, G. Volney Howard,
lines, as of December 31, 1912, were on account of capital
S. J., Albuquerque; Edward D. Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfacstock sub than corresponding advance in gross tion projects has done much to en- tory results and endorse their use for
H.
A.
Granville
Crist,
Richardson,
606.618.93, an increase of 105,831.76
Tittman, Hilleboro; the Rev. A. D. any one afflicted with kidney trouble.
scriptions amounting to more than return.
hance its agricultural production, in
Jose
W.
E. Crile, Roswell; John R.
Adamo Lucero, J. V. Tully,
miles for the year. The increase $1,350,000.00, the shares for which
There was likewise in 1912 an in- - addition to its well known proml-Joyce, Carls- They are all right." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
alone being more than four times were not to be issued and dellverei crease of 9.6
Blanchard, M. B. Otero, W. E. Garri- bad.
stock
nence
and
in
cent
1911
over
in
per
mining
raising,
Wm. B. Sargent, Will P. Lapoint,
son,
the circumference of the earth, and until January, 1912. The Mountain the amount carried to reserves and
Water
Since the telephone properties of
Applications
P. Moreno, Roman L. Baca, Elmer E.
Here is a message of hope and good
the total wire mileage sufficient to States System report for 1912, com- surplus, after
The following are the water
payment of all operat- - that state were not so wholly identi- cheer
from Mrs. C. J. Martiu, Boone
W.
B. M. Read,
T.
Veeder,
go more than 20 times around the ing at a time when no such item of Ing expenses and dividends.
Thornton,
filed In the office of the state
fied with the Bell system and Bell
Mill, Va., who Is the mother of 18
earth. Total miles of exchange and cash subscriptions to capital stock
I desire to call particular attention progress as might be aeemed best for B. M. Cutting, John S. Clark, M. W. engineer:
children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
toft wire underground on December appears on our hooks, our cash and to the fact
No. 739. E. J. Kling, of Taos, for stomach trouble and constipation by
that the figures previous- - all, it was decided to round out our Mills, Nestor Montoya, A. J. Loomls,
31. 1912, were 180,929.09.
Total miles deposits necessarily show a large re- ly
Samuel Eldodt, E. H. Salazar, Joss O. three eecond feet of flood waters di- - chamberlain's
Tablets after fie
quoted, for 1912, refer to our sys- - territory by their addition to the
of toll lines on the same date were duction, amounting to more than tern as a whole, so that no miscon- - Mountain States group. Our exper- - Sena, Rufus J. Palea, Isaac Barth, verted from the Asaujque de la Pataca ' "1
mends these tablets to the now,ecom"
public. Sold
71,516.06.
$750,000.00.
ception may exist as to that portion ience, in taking over these proper- - Jose E. Chavez, E. C. Abbott. C. J.! to irrigate 1,000 acre feet.
by all dealers Art v
Because of the comparatively brief
Our real estate holdings show an of our investment lying in any of the ties, was somewhat new and, at the
period which has elapsed since the increase during 1912 nearly
Arizona is
larger cities in our territory. These same time, educational.
formation of the Mountain States
our telephone plant, practical- figures conclusively prove that our tlle on'y state in the Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph, company, ly $4,250,000.00, our supplies, furni- company is, in a wholesome and pros- - region having a corporation conimis- some comment on the balance sheet, ture and tools, more than $350,000.00,
CAPITAL PAID IN
perous condition.
With the rapid sion wjth broad jurisdiction over tele
SURPLUS
which follows, is probably essential and our stocks and bonds in connectand
we
of
the past few years it is, phone properties,
growth
naturally
$100,000.00
to a thorough understanding of it.
ing companies, from which we derive or should be, generally known that approached the negotiations for the
An examination !f the balance business, almost $1,000,000.00.
we have maintained tue high standard merger with some trepidation. How
sheet of the system of the Mountain
With the growth o- the company, of financing, which so long; character- - ever a most satisfactory result has
States Telephone and Telegraph com and plans under way to continue the lzed the Colorado Telephone com been obtained, with the intelligent
pany, submitted herewith, will indi- policy of diffusion to which I have pany.
of the
Like that company, the
commission,
J. M. Cunningham, President
O. T. Hoskins. Cashier.
cate to stockholders the great in- above referred,
our bills payable amount we have invested in actual which has evidenced a keen desire
Frank 8pringer.
crease in the magnitude cf the com- show an increase of something more physical property, is
to
work with, rather than for or
greater than our
Accrued liabilities capital liabilities by a considerable against, our company in the effort to
pany. Since my last report of the than $255,000.00.
Mountain States company we have not due, some $650,000.00, Includes sum. This Is of double
advantage to Provide general and comprehensive
acquired all the Bell properties in dividends payable January 15, 1913, our stockholders; first, in that the telephone service fcr that state.
Arizona, bo that our operations now ampunting to approximately'
T secure that result it has been
value of their stock ,is at once ap- INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
cover the seven great states of ColoThere was a transfer of
parent, when the neei or desirability found sufficient TO explain with
from surplus to the employes' arises, for
rado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyom-- j
frankness
com
and
or
the
conference,
tp
selling
mortgaging their
Jng, New Mex'co and '(Arizona, wlthu benefit fund.
t
holdings waen emergency funds are mission, our almfj nd intentions, ana
1
toll lines into all surrounding states
It has never been m- thought to required. It insures the
ready mar- - the methods propped. It is only just
of the
Stockholders
Mountain insist upon a large surplus, which ket that all stable and safe invest- - t0 state that, somewhat to our surKates company, who were holders might readily have been accumulated ments should command, in the sec- - prise, even in the short time since
of Co'lorado Telephone company stock had my invariable policy not been to ond place, it is our
great safeguard the negotiations wire opened, we
prior to the merger in 1911, will re- keep the company's rates at the low- in the face of unjust attacks which nave succeeded in eliminating a num- call that fn my letter of July 20, 1911, est possible level commensurate must
constantly be expected by pub- - Der o features of our business usto Colorado
an analysis of lie service
Telephone company with good service, but
corporations. It is our uaIlv designated as irregular and dis- '
stockholders, I eferred to the advan- the annual reports of the Colorado lnsurance in any final trial of criminatory, proDably to a
.
greater
Capital Stock,
tages to be secured through a wider Telephone company and the Moun strength between our company and proportionate extent
Arizona than
distribution of our general Invest- tain States company (since its incep those who would seek to undermine elsewhere in our territory. This re- Office with the San Miguel National Bank ,'
ment Pursuing the policy then com- tion) will show that the policy of car its credit at
suit can only be attributed to the
large.
menced, the Mountain States com- rying to reserves an adequate sum
We have been subjected from time fact that the corporation commission
Wm. G. Ilaydon
pany has expanded, until it Is today for the ample protection of stock to time, and must expect in the fu- - Iaw of that state is alministered in
President
a corporation with outstanding capi- holders has been eminently satisfac ture to be
a
'alr
manand
atII.
W.
to
capable
ittel'ilgent
similarly subjected,
Vice President
Kelly
tal stock practically 2.7 times as tory, and has worked out extremely tacks such as I have indicated.
But ner Ir a ,lke adminlsjration will reD.
T.
Hoskins
Treasure
In
.
great as the entire issue capita! advantageously. Any variations
in the fact that there is no water in B"lt from public utility acts in those
stock of the Colorado Telephone com-pan-y the surplus
account from year to our
stock, that we have no fixed states in our territory whose legislaInterest
on Deposits
at the time the merger was ef- year will be found to be represented charges in the matter for bond inter- - tors now have public itility commis- fected. The benefits of this broad- in our replacement reserves. Our sur- est, no
sion
laws
under
no
our
abnormal
consideration,
preferred stock,
ening of investment accrue alike to plus and reserves havo now reached charges of any kind, lies our safety stockholders need havri no hesitation
Telethose whose Mountain States
$3,996,943.08.
and our strength. Our books and oui In commending this form of legislaA comparison of our financial op- system of accountine are onen at ail tion
phone holdings come from their former investment in Colorado Tele- - eration between the years 1912 and times so that "he who runs
In closing this brief; summary of
may
read." No charge that we, make an the more Important features of our
excessive profit can possibly be main- - business during the pai year, I wish
December 31, 1912
tained in the face or the facts shown to commend the loyaltf and the efAssets
by the figures herewith submitted, forts cf our army of employes. LargeReal estate
$ 2,255,162.b2
which prove
inclusively that our ly to them is due the successful re
26,422,936.01
Telephone plant
are
rates
.
reasonable, because they suits of the past ycarj To recipro1,054,805.61
Supplies, furniture and tools
are sufficient only to return a fair cate, in some measure, this loyalty
Cash and deposits
567,470.82
Bills and accounts receivable
. . . 7C7,;!.40
percentage upon our actual Invest- and devotion, a plan foj an employes
ment, and this Investment can be benefit fund has been aloptea, which
. - . 1.7fi,9.H.G0
Stocks and bonds
substantiated by a careful inventory will include pensions, jife and acciof our property, either by interested, dent insurance, and sicluess and disS:t2,S6 t,S88.9C
,
or disinterested Investigators.
It Id ability benefits. Much skice has been
liabilities
'
noteworthy that those wtih political given to this plan In th public press,
Capital stock
so that it is unneceBsaiy here to go
purpose, or who seek
Common stocks
- - . .$26,994, 2(M.0u!
into its details. I onlj wish, to emavoid
an
to
are
cureful
analyNone
j. Preferred stocks
sis of those figures, or our challenge phasize that it, like nany of our
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
Funded debt
strongest business resources, is made
to
refute thorn.
None
Bonded debt
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
In the United possible only by our association with
No corporation
.
None
Real estate mortgages
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
States makes a fulfnr or more com- the American Te'iephflne and Tele- -- . W,ou0.00
Bills payab'lo statements.
as oti of the units
plete statement to its stockholders, graph company
553,396.6V
Accounts payable
Bell
the
syijUm.
of
great
He
to
than
this
the
and
be trusted because his very business existence is at take.
can
public,
general
due
650.349.21
not
Accrued liabilities
Respectfully submitted for the dicompat v does, both annually and
175,000.00
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
Employes benefit fund
capital, nor
from time to time between annual rectors,
1; "placement reserves
3,477,253.24!
FIKi-l- ,
the
in
but
in
goods
President.
which
right,
E.
II.
only
making
advertising,
A
largo number of our stockperiods.
519,689.84
surplus
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
Adv.
or
small
are
holders
means,
people
$32,S04,S8S.9fl
whose little fl In the matter of savgood secure repeat orders.
f
Is
is
us.
Invested
It
witu
ings,
only
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
For Year 1912.
natural that such Investors should
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Cross earnings
$6,844,576.25
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
feel timli and alarmed when attacks
KXPENSE8
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, beare made upon the depositary of their
-- $3,292,042.38
Operation, taxes, etc.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
funds. It Is largely to reassure the
12.-- The
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fol- Santa Fe, N. M., tib.
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f
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money in telling others of their goodness.
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company,
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.
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"You must not interrupt," she said.
"How often must I tell you that?"

first io
Gafarrli Guro

MAKE ZOGH'S

Get Right into the Affected Parts
and Stops Gathering in Eyes
Noes, Throat and Lungs.

SERUM
DISCOVERER OF CURE FOR
BERCULOSIS
SAYS SHE
HAS HELPED HIM.

TU-

By C. De Vidal Hundt.
Berlin, F eb. 12. In conformity
with, an agreement previously made
with Dr. Frederick F. Friedmann, the

writer presented himself at the laboratory of the physician, whose alleged discovery of an "infallible cure for
has made him the
consumption"
most talked of man In the wo ."Id dur
ing the last few days, with the pos
sible exception of Sir William Earn-say- .
I was Introduced by Dr. Fried-manto the latter's assistant. Dr.
Harry Benjamin.
They talked trivialities for a tew
moments. Suddenly Dr. Friedmann
said, addressing me, but looking at
his colleague
"I don't see why ehe shouldn't be
present during our talk. Please 'open
the door, Benjamin."
Dr. Benjamin stepped across the
room and pressed a button. A secret
door In the wall opened and there
entered a woman. She was apparently between 35 and 40 years of age,
dark and slim, with slightly irregular
features and deep brown eyes. She
immediately fixed her eyes upon Dr.
Friedmann who seemed to cower under her steady gaze.
"This is Frau Zoch,'' he said, Introducing me.
"You may speak freely before her,
for she knows as much concerning
my discovery as I do myself, and ehe
Is the flrat person in the world who
could make my serum."
"She not only knows the history of
my discovery," Dr. Friedmann went
on, "but has the best memory of any
woman I ever knew."
Following a few moments of rather painful silence he turned to me
brusquely with the query:
"Do you think she would be received at the home of the New York
millionaires who have invited me
there?"
Frau Zoch's dark eyes flashel and
her face showed signs of excitement.
Dr. Friedmann bent forward in his
chair with the Intense look of a prisoner awaiting a verdict.
"Tell me more of Frau Zoch'B connection with your discovery," I said.
"Then I will be able to answer your
question more Intelligently."
n

.
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By a long series of elaborate experiat the Swift Laboratory It is definitely known that catarrh can be cured
by the simple process of Inoculating the
blood with antidotnl remedies that stop
Inflammatory conditions throughout the
mucous linings of all the organs of the
This is done with the famous
body.
Swift's Sure Specific, or as it is widely
known, S. S. S. It is taken into the
blood Just as naturally as the most
nourishing food. It spreads its influence
over every organ In the body, comes
through all the veins and arteries, enables all mucous surfaces to exchange inflammatory acids and other irritating
substances for arterial elements that effectually cleanse the system and thus put
an end to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S.
cleans out the stomach of mucous accumulations, enables only pure
materials to enter the intestines, combines with these food elements to enter
the circulation in less than an hour.
You will soon realize its wonderful influence by the absence of headache, a' decided clearing of the air passages, a
steadily improved nasal condition; and
a sense of bodily relief that proves how
completely catarrh often infests the entire system. You will find S. S. S. on
sale at all drug stores at $1.00 per bottle.
It is a remarkable remedy for any and
all blood affections, such as eczema, rash,
lupus, tetter, psoriasis, boils and all scrofulous conditions. For special advice on
any blood disease write in confidence to
The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Ho not Aelay to get a bottle
of S. S. S. at your druggists.
ments-

blood-makin-

The physician heaved a sign of re-lief but Frau Zoch was impassive.
"You see," he said, "taking her
hand in his, "you will go with me,
dearest heart, and1 all will be well."
Then Frau Zocn spoke.
"I was there when he drew blood
from the first turtle," she said intensely. "That was 14 years ago. He
was a boy of 22 and I well, I have
kept a vigilant eye on him ever since.
I will not go to America," she continued in waverinig tones, "and I
don't believe you" addressinlg Dr.
Tomorrow
Friedmann, "will go.
morning, when Professor Schlelch
tells you again they will kill you in
America and lake your serum away
from you, you will change your mind
and give your remedy to Germany."
The eminent doctor tried to expostulate, but his attempts were cut
short by Frau och, who reprimanded him as if he were a child.

A
"Every Picture

TtlhaSlory."

With that the doctor subsided, reclining; in his chair like a man subjugated by some mysterious power.
Presently he broke In with:
"I am a fatalist. We are both fatalists, she and I, and we both know
that if I am to be assassinated In
America there is no power on eartn
to prevent it. Physicians here tell
me to wait until the eleventh hour
and I will be made a privy councillor
to the kaiser, but I leave that to time.
High officials look down upon me because I am a young man. They say
'This young man Friedmann. llcw
dare he discover anything without
first consulting us?"
"Ten years ago I started to inocu
late guinea pigs with my live bacilli.
The were ordinary pigs. Now the
German doctors, whose every thought
and action is regulated by the govern
ment, demand that I inoculate the
Ridiculous,
Prussian guinea pigs!
isn't it "
Here again the restraining hand of
the woman stopped the petulant flow
of language from the trembling lips
of the doctor, who excused himself
for the outburst.
"Tell me," he repeated, "will she
be received in America "
After I had pointed out that I was
not a censor of society, the doctor
continued:
"Yes, the remedy is mine. But she
is the one who gave me the method
of application to which I owe my
greatest success."
Before the conclusion of the interview Frau Zoch announced that Dr.
Friedmann would leave for New York
before the end of the coming week,
but that whether she would accompany him was a matter yet to be
settled.
-

Says Rich Must Give Aid
Kansas vit- - Mo., Feb. 12. The pe
culiar duty of America's rich, according to Charles E. Finlay of New York,
is to banish the white plague. Mr.
Finlay, who arrived In Kansas City
Saturday morning to visit a pick
brother, said his $1,000,000 offer to
Dr. F. F. Friedmann, the German phyessician, to visit this country and
tablish an experimental station for
tuberculosis, was only a beginning.
If the German doctor Is successful,
the millionaire will devote his life
to promoting the cure of tuberculosis,
soliciting his funds from other capitalists.
If Dr. Friedmann is not successful,
he will continue his search for a
cure for the disease, which is sapping
Rex
away the life of his
Louis
St,
of
Haath
A
Dr.
Lee Paris.
if
probably will be given a trial
he
Heath
says
Dr.
Friedmann fails.
son-in-la-
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FACE DISGRACEFUL
TH RASH

FACES

THE PROBLEI

Large Scabs Would Form, Fester
and Break. Itching and Burning.
Cuticura
Kept from Sleeping.
Soap and Ointment Cured.

OF RACE
INTERMINGLING
OF COLORS
A. SOURCE OF WORRY TO
LONDON OFFICIALS

Sioux Falls. S. D. "My trouble of skin
disease started merely as a rash on my face
and nock, but it grew and kept getting
worse until large scab
would form, fester and
break.
This was Just on
the one side of my face,
but it soon scattered to the
Other side. I Buffered a
great deal especially at
night on account of its Itching and burning. I would
scratch it and of course that
Irritated it very much. This rash was on
my face for about twe years sometimos
breaking out lots worse and forming larger
sores. It kept me from sleeping day or
night for a couple of months. My face
looked disgraceful, and I was almost ashamed
to be seen by my friends.
"A friend asked me to try Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment. I would bathe my
face with hot water and a lot of Cuticura
Soap, then I would put on the Cuticura
In less than two days' time,
Ointment.
the soreness and inflammation had almost
entirely disappeared, and In four weeks
time you could not see any of the rash.
Now my face is without a spot of any kind.
I also use them for my scalp and hair. They
cured me completely."
(Signed) Miss
Pansy Hutching, Feb. 6, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston.",
ATTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25a Cample free.

London, Feb. 12. The "black man
peril" in London is stirring up a lot
of trouble. The average English parent is awakening to the dangers of
mixed marriages and the still greater
dangers of allowing their dauhters to
associate indiscriminately,
without
any view to marriage, with the thousands of black men who now live in
London.

has a cure and Jlr. Finlay is en route
to St. Louis to investigate the method
of Dr. Heath.
If Dr. Friedmann demonstrates a
positive cure ior tuberculosis, Mr. Fia-- j
lay will commence his work at once
and just as many patients as Dr.
Friedmann arm his assistants can
treat will be given the serum, Mr.
Finlay says.
Despite the hopes of Mr. Finlay
and others and the faith of a few men
who know Dr triedmann, American
Mr.
physicians must be convincved.
Finlay said every doctor In America
would "have to be shown" until it
was fully demonstrated that the German had a cure. It is the natural
prejudice of the profession, he said.
Goats and turtles will be used for
producing the serum. The bacilli of
an infected human will be Induced in
these animals and the
serum thus produced will be reintroduced into tiie human after the
prepared.
proper culture lias he-eThis serum will leax down the tuber
cular bacilli but will not destroy the
life tissues.
'

,

anti-virule-

IS

The majority of these are Indians
or west 'Africans, although there are
probably several thousand American
negroes who nve in London. One colonial woman visiting in the metropolis writes:
"I have had to leave no fewer than
thirteen boarding houses in London,
all In good 'localities and charging
from six to aleven dollars a week,
simply to escape black men. These
boarding houses are all run by people
of the lower class, who in many cases
insist upon English people sharing
the home with blacks. In one board
ing house the girls my daughter of
14 among them were asked to make
things pleasant for these men by gettink up plays and dancing with them!
"If these people were made to reg
ister their houses and run them as
purely English, or for Indians only, a
great deal of future misery would be
saved both to our women and our
coming generations.
"The downfall of England has come
about through the miserable, bona-lesflabby men now left In the country. Our best have gone unloubtel-ly- .
England Is run and ruled now by
women, and this has been the result
of an overflow of one sex. I am a
woman myself and think it high
time that all girlu babies should', for
the next five earB at least, he destroyed at birth. It is England's only
chance."
Britishers from Africa are particularly loud in their demands that the
black man shall no longer he granted
that social equality which has always
been hts in England. Louis Right,
author of "An Englishman in America," says:
"The 'color line' is drawn at points
in the Southern states. In surface
cars and railroad cars special accomodation Is provided for negroes.

In reputable restaurants in the Northern states, even, the proprietors
establish a protective tariff to exclude the few negroes who, in & flagrant mood, desire to Intrude where
their presence is unwelcome.
On the other hand many humanitarians and religionists cry out
against these attacks upon the men
who, by accident of birth, are black
instead of white.
The real difficulty in England is, of
course, the high lineage and princely
titles iorne by the black Indian potentates. If, it is argued, they ire
good enough to eat and live with the
king, why is not the humbler Indian
fit to mix with the middle class English girl? Again, many important
government posts in the British col
onies are held by men who are black,
and who must receive tne social and
official recognition due to their office
when they visit England. It will be
many a year before the social reformers carry any law to prevent mixed
marriages In England."
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may be had on application to this office.
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ENDS INDIGESTION
Time It! No Sour. Gassy Stomach
or Dyspepsia in Five

.

T-v-

Minutes
You don't want a,

Tp.
r

--

slow remedy
when your stomach is bad or an un-

certain one or a harmful one your
stomach is too valuable; yon rnusn't
injur it with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for It's
speed in giving relief; it's harmless- ness; it's certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
It's millions of cures In Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach trouble has made it famous the
world over.
Keeo this perfect stomach doctor
In your home keep it handy get a
case from any drug
large fifty-cen- t
store and then if anyone should eat
something which doesn't agree with
them; if what they eat lays like lead,
ferments and sours and forms gas;
causes headache, dizziness and nau
sea; eructations of acid and undigested food remember as soon as Pape's
Diapepsin cornea in contact with the
stomach all such distress vanishes.
It's promptness, certainty and ease
in overcoming the worst stomach disorders is a revelation to those who
try It. Adv.

o.

t.

J2 N". R. 24 B.
2.
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There is no better medicine made
N. R. 31 B.
for colds than Chamberlain's Cough
N. R. 17 E.
Remedy. It acts on nature's plan, relieves the lungs, opens the secretions,
Sec. 32, Twp. 14 N. R. 17 E.
aids expectoration; and restores the
Sec. 36, Twp. 14 N. R. 17 E.
system to a healthy condition. For
Sec 2, Twp. 14 N. R. 21 E.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Sec. 2, Twp. 14 N. R. 22 E.
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Sec 2, Twp. 16 N. R, 21 E.
P. Cidio, 506 Grand Ave., East Las Vegas. New
Sec 32, Twp. 16 X. R. 21 E.
am
Sec. 2, Twp. 16 N. R. 22 E.
Sec. 32, Twp. 16 X. R. 22 E.
Sec. 2, Twp. 16 X. R, 23 E.
testified to their merit two years ago. I had a
Sec. 16, Twp. 16 X. R. 23 E.
great deal of troubie from my back. There was
32, Twp. 16 X. R. 23 E.
Sec
a 8,eady, dun ache through my loins and right
Sec 2, Twp. 16 X. R. 24 E.
.
caused sharP twines- 1 8lde' and
Sec. 32, Twp. 16 N. R. 24 E. .
k- Ponsiplefortheuou- Sec 2, Twp. 17 X R, 21 E.
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ble, as I am obliged to sit in a cramped position
Sec. 32, Twp. 17 N. R. 21 B.
so much. Prompt relief followed the use of Doan's
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Kidney Pills and one box completely cured me."
See. 32, Twp. 17 X. R. 22 E.
Sec 36, Twp. 17 X. R. 22 E.
National Street
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Sec 32, Twp. 17 X. R. 23 K.
Alfred Underwood. 806 National St., East Las
Sec 36 , Twp. 17 X. R. 23 E.
"l have Previously
Veas- N- Mcx- Sec 2, Twp. 17 X. R. 24 E.
commended Doan's Kidney Pills through the
Sec 16, Twp. 17 X. R. 24 E.
cal papers and I have vouched for their merit
See. 32, Twp. 17 X. R. 25 E.
whenever questioned in regard to my statement,
See. 2, Twp. 17 X. R. 26 E.
1
D(an'8 Kldnpy Pllls
the Center Block
Sec. 32, Twp. IS X. R. 21 E.
Pharmacy and they brought me relief from back-nSix-- . 32,
Twp. IS X. R, 22 E.
ache and other symptoms of kidney complaint
IS X. R. 23 E.
32,
Sec
Twp.
Sh)ce then j have takpn thij rcmed off an1 m
Sec 36, Twp. IS X. R. 23 E.
whenever I have had need of it and it has always
Sec 32, Twp. 18.X. R, 24 E.
s,
done good work. If my kidneys do not ret
Sec. 36. Twp. 18 N. R. 24 E.
V1? or if my bnck Rches 1 can rf(,P,,ntl uIH,n
Kidm,y pm 0 immpdiatdy drive away
Sec. 32, Twp. 38 X. R 25 E.
the trouble."
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Your Back Aches and Your
Weak, Get
Kidney Remedy That Has Been Proved GOOD Again and
Again Here in Las Vegas.

Las Vegas People Tell It:
I

x''

tnr

-

'

A

Main Avenue

iMHHH

'

attention.

Take a sample of the urine and let It stand for 24 hours. If a sandy,
like sediment settles to the bottom of the receptacle, there is evidence enough to suspect the kidneys.
brick-du-

st

druists

Vegas

N--

says.

M,

can cheerfully recommend this remedy as one
that lives up to representations."

Twelfth Street

Sixth Street

rretforv 214 Grand Ave

East Las

Ve- -

St.. East Las Vegas'
"Experience has proven to me
Doan's Kidney Pills live up to the claims
them. For several weeks I suffere,
constantly from backache and in the morning
when I got up. I had acute pains across my kid- neys. Exercise brought some reiief, but it did
entirely rid me of the trouble. The kidney
secretions pained in passage and were highly
1205 Twelfth

commenced their use, After I had taken a few
I noticed a marked improvement and be-fore I had finished the box, I was completely
cured."

jp
Sold at all

.t

post annoying symptom being a kidney
Kidney Pills, procured
the Center Block Pharmacy, corrected
1
,hctf0ublc- - SiCC
H8feWat
of
the
ailments
recurrences
slight
such times I have taken Doan's Kidney Pills
a(Kj fay have never failed to have a bene- ficial effect '

Fritz Sena.

lift-jn- g;

Ave.,
I have

an s Kidney PUls. I was troubled for
bout a ycar bY disordered kidneys the

I got Doan's Kidney

N. Mex.. says:

read the testimony and learn what Doan's
HOW TO TELL-Fir- st
Kidney Tills have done ior others.
Then if your back aches, if sharp pains strike you when stooping or
if you are lame in the morning, tire too easily; if you have dizzy spells
and are nervous, despondent and inclined to worry over trifles; if the kidney
secretions are highly colored and full of sediment, if passages are too frequent, scanty, painful or scalding, it is likely that your kidneys need quick

17 Railroad

Anna Pearce,

Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and the cure they made has
been permanent."
praise

Kidneys Weak?

Mrs.

,

cured at the Center Block Pharmacy have been
used in my family with satisfactory results. I

YOUR

v.

Railroad Avenue

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Charles O'Malley, 713 Main Ave. East Las
re- Vegas. N. Me, says: "In 1907 I publicly

ga!"N

Ate

,

Grand Avenue

IT'

!

Mrs.

bas,

Andres Sena, lOl 5 Sixth

yec.,. N

Mex

St. , East

use
p7B in J,r
had
Kidney
demonstrated their great value for rehev- log backache and other kidney disordersyre procurcj thi8 remedy at the Center
,
Block Pharmacy and it brought such satis- factory results that I publicly testified in
its praise over two years ago. I have per- io0a"y recommended u?an Kidnev Pills
'o many ol my friends since.
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BILL

House Bill N.' 145, by Cordova.
Providing for indemnity for workmen
killed or injured.
House Bill No. 147,

Moreno. An

by
it shall take effect SO days after the act to
regulate railroad rates and proadjournment of tne legislature."
for a
per mile fare upon
The bill pasead the house, 33 to viding
state.
lines within

$4,250;'

--

the

all

11.

The bill provides salaries upon the
following basis.
First district, $4,000 per annum;
Second district, $4,000 per annum;
.Third district, $4,500, raised from

PASSING 17A6E

-

EDITOR

AFTER

ITS WORK

12, 1913.

FEBRUARY

No. 14S, by Casados.
Establishing the second Friday in
September as a public holiday to be
known as Good Roads Day.
House Bill No. 149, by Skidmore,
Blanchard and Llewellyn. An act requiring that boots and shoes made
House

Bill

Fourth district, $4,250.
Sauta Fe,-rtM, Feb. 12. Worn
wholly or in. part of imitation or
Fifth district, 400;
and weary with the strenuous labors
"shoddy" leather to he so labeled.
Sixth district, $2,750;
Kntwed at the postufHce at East of considering and passing the bills
House Bill No. 150, by'R. L. Baca.
Seventh
I
district, $4,000, raised from An act
4 Vesas, New Mexico, for transmit
making women eligible to
providing for the salaries of count
ion through the United States mailj officials and district attorneys, the $2,750;
appointive office within tho state
Eighth district, $4,500.
seonnd class matter.
where the salary does not exceed
house last evening seized upon the
District attorneys are allowed their
fact that today is the anniversary
$1,500 per year.
hotel and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
House Bill No. 151, by Bias Sanof the birth of the Immortal Lincoln necessary transportation,
Daily, by Carrier:
to adjourn over until to- lodging expenses while absent from chez. Creating thirty positions as
as
excuse
an
05
' their home counties are official busimorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
student teachers in the state normal
15
ness, also all necessary stationery, 6chool at Silver
City and the Norma'.
The
its
in
with
troubles'
tne
senate,
66
office supplies, etc.
Crd iiacth
at
Las Vegas and providUniversity
form of the salary bills before it, de
All fees heretofore earned or colYer
ing for their support. These student
cided to meet as usual today, and lected
by district attorneys are re teachers must be familiar with both
Daily by Mill
of
birthdo
celebration
.bwicoln's
its
S.OO
quired to be turned into the county the
Ver
0
English rnd Spanish languages
day bv proxy.
300
treasuries.
:x Mentha
and
shall be appointed by the superThe passage ot the salary bills was
The district attorneys are to bf
the feature of the house session yes- paid by the state, but the several coun- intendent of public instruction.
House Bill No: 152, by Toombs.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
terday; in fact It was the only, busi- ties are required to contribute, acof coal oil inness ot Importance transacted. But cording to their means, toward the Creating the effics
GROWER
spector.
lW this was business enough for one day fund for this purpose, payments to
Cs Tear
House Bill No. 153 by Lobato. To
and the members wended their way be made on the following scale:
fix Month
establish
certain days for the celehotelward after adjournment conSanta Fe $1,750; San Juan $1,650;
of
historical events.
bration
gratulating themselves that the hard- Rio Arriba $600; Bernalillo $2,000;
House Bill No. 154, by Burg. ProiCi-to Acvane Tor Mail Subscrip- est task of the session was ended.
McKinley $600; Sandoval $400; Dona viding for displays of New Mexico
tions)
Is
Ana
that
It
$1,200; Torrance $500; Lincoln
however,
possible,
just
craTt. check or money
products at San Francisco and San
Remit
Job Is not quite complete. Vague $750; Otero $800; San Miguel $1,750;
the
not
will
we
otherwise
Diego
K eeLt
expositions and creating a
but persistent rumors of a hostile re- Guadalupe $900; Mora $600; Chavez commission to have the matter in
losa
for
responsible
$1,250; Eddy $1,000; Curry $750;
- ception for the bill In the senate are
charge. An appropriation of $3,000
Ppeciasen copies fre on appllca- current, and it Is
that
Roosevelt
$500; Grant $1,250; Luna is
possible
just
provided for the salaries of the
the honorable senators may send one $500; Sierra $500; Socorro $1,250; members of the commission and proor both of the salary bills back to Valencia $1,000; Colfax $1,500; Quay vision is made for the
raising of an
PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
the house.
$1,850; Taos $250; Union $900.
exhibition fund by pcrular subscripTES EXPIRATION OF TIME
Fair Bill Still Delayed.
And then there is the governor to
tion.
PAID FOR
contend
with. The governor has
The bill establishing the stato fair
House Bill No. 155, by Catron. ProIdeas of his own on the matter of of- at Albuquerque still retains its place viding for the organization and supthe
era
are
averts
guaranteed
j
ficial salaries. Among these ideas is on the calendar, but it is not likely port of the attorney general's office.
daily exd weekly circulation
said to be one that a county officer to come up for consideration for This bill allows the attorney general
New
northern
In
fet
iny newspaper
is not entitled to a greater salary some days to come.
Owing partly to appoint, at his pleasure, three asMexloo
than a state officer m a similar ca- to bad management and partly to ad- sistants and provides funds for their
pacity.
According to the bill as roit maneuvering on the part ol salaries.
TELEPHONES
passed today, finite a number of some interest inimical to the bill, it
House Bill No. 156, by Toomns. Ap,.Maln 2 county officers will receive greater occupies the bottom place on .he list propriating $5,000 for the repair and
EASINESS OFFICE
... ..Main salaries than, for Instance, the state and has the further disadvantage of rebuilding of the road from Folsom
EW9 DEPARTMENT
treasurer, or the state auditor, cor- being coupled with the bill to estab- in Union county to the western borporation commissioners or state su- lish the fair at Roswell.
der of the state ot Oklahoma.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1913.
Friends of the Albuquerque bill are
House Bill No. 157, by Toombs. Apperintendent of schools. Whether
the governor's views on this matter still hopeful that it will be reached propriating $10,000 to aid In the conTYPEWRITER VERSUS PES are sufficient'.;- strong to induce him before the week end and It 13 confi- struction of a. road from Clayton to
veto
to
the salary bill is a question dently claimed that it is sure to pass Amistead.
some
which
legislators and a host of once it Is brought to a vote. Tha
House Bill No. lot by Trujillo.
The death of Inventor Haiusiond,
would be willing to interests opposed to the measure, It Regulating the wags ot school
officers
county
de
the
with
is
credited
who
being
handsome to have is said, do not desire its defeat, but teachers.
This bill j provides that
signer of the typewriter, calls to mind give something
answered
with
use
to
shall e the minimum
month
are
authority.
it
Indi
$60
per
merely maneuvering
the fact that the
The governor, as Is his custom, is as a lever to force a vote on some wages for teachers holding a second
vidual who used to protest that the
use of the machine Interfered 'with not giving out advance information other measures not so well thought grade certificate.
of by a majority of the members.
House Bill No. f09, y Young. An
lira, class comiosition. is heard no as to his intentions.
introof
bills
the
bunch
act
Among
amending the law Regulating inAnother danger which confronts
more.
surance
duced
that
companies ding business
yesterday
out
hundred
a
the
as
ono
of
the salary bill
passed by
Probably not
laws and speof modern novelists uses the pen in house is the growing sentiment In the office of coal oil inspector was under the New Mexico
22, of
settion
amen
This
interest.
chicfest
the
of
ling
cifically
the senate in favor of the Page bill, easily
composing books, and the same
of the thirty-sixt- h
a
of
laws
oil
the
coal
bill
makes
the
5,
26
inspector
Chapter
the
into
counties
which
the
hold
classifies
among
will
good
legislative assembli
short-stor- y
writers. Indeed, some are classes, provides salaries for the elec- subordinate of the state corporation
the
which
commission
has
appointand
their
leaves
it
up
tive officers alone,
even going farther and dictating
TRAMPS TRY R08BERY
stories to stenographers or into rec- - to the boards of county commission ment and the fixing of the salary of
X. M.. feb. 12. For
Ul.unueraue.
is
allowed
the
who,
however,
officer,
of
all
ers to provide for the expenses
crJine machines. The
brazel, although
and
nerve
insheer
An
writer used to protest that the use of county offices. The commissioners to name his own deputies.
iie attempts
futile
work,
and
of
one
ent
bungling
fee
gallon
per
a machine in literary work cheapenej under the terms of the bill are given spection
bv-- two
this
tough
made early
morning
his efforts that the writing itsell wide discretion in the matter of em- is to be charged on all oil inspected.
stran
individuals,
appaintly
to
the
looking
quality
was bound to be mechanical, owing ploying deputies and other help for Rigid requirements fa
'
oil to pass gers in Albuquerque, to pt the Cre
to the fact that too much of the writ- the various officers, and the district of oil are prescribed and
than 63 scent and Mcintosh hardware stores
er's time was given to the details of court is vested with the power'to ap- the testm ust be not less must
not on West Central avenui, between
and
fingering the keyboard. Also he in- point deputy sheriffs in times of pub degrees specific gravity of less than Third and Fourth streets eclipse any
a
burn
at
temperature
strife.
threatened
writor
lic disturbance
sisted that it was not meant for
undertake! here it
120 degrees Fahrenheit. Penalties of similar stunt
ers to compose so rapidly, and thai
It is the purpose of the advocates
some time..
ar
provided
fine
and
imprisonment
being able to keep pace with their of this bill to endeavor to get the
Between 7 and S o'clocl this mornfor those selling coal oil cr gasoline
delegations, both senators and reprethought led to verboseness.
a pair of .roughly clad men entereing
standard.
below
The typewriter seems to have re- sentatives, from the ditierent counOther bills introduced yesterday d1 the Crescent Mr. Red, the only
futed all these charges. Writers of ties together, the object being that
man in the store at that me, waited
were as follows;- all classes now use the machines, and each dejection shall fix the amount
An on them. One of the me asked to
No.
Bill
143,
by
House
Burg.
it is almost universally the testimony of the salaries for their home coun act to
prohibit monopolies and pro- look at knives and guns, isplayed in
that as skill Increases the machine ties. This will be some responsibila case near the door. Th other man
for its violation.
eaters loss and less into one's thought. ity tor the representatives and sena- viding penalties
Pro- walked to the rear of theUtbre, and,
No.
Bill
144,
Tripp.
House
by
The charge of verbosity will not hold, tors and there Is already evidence, in
for a uniform system of ac hiding behind a large sak pulled a
for terseness Is more and more the some quarters, of a disposition to viding
gun. Mr. Reed saw ;his adion out of
for public officers.
order of the day in literary affaire. shirk it.! On the other hand, it is counting
corner of his eye, whje showing
Moreno.
the
House Bill No. 145, y
r
novel and the long generally hailed' as the most sane
The
to the customer t front of
for
knife
a
a
uniform
chargefor
solution of the county salary ques- Providing
drawn-ou- t
short story were the
enstoier looked
would-b- e
him.
The
the transportation ot property.
of the days of the .pen. The tion which has been proposed) to
short, snappy novel and "boiled down", date.
The passage of the district attorepltrrammatic story are products of
afI
OF
SURELY TAKE
typewriter days. Such things are neys' bill in the house yesterday
with
far
was
mere
ternoon
not
state
and
accomplished
regulated by public
attendly by the mechanical aids to writing. less friction .than that which
bill.
ed
the
county
HEADACHY, B1U01JS, .CONST! ATED
Probably Stevenson could have dictat
Mr. Burg
or
attempted to get an
ed ' A Lodging for the Mght
"Treasure Island", just as flawlessly amendment througu increasing the
vniio STOMACH CLEARS YOUR HEAD ANp THO.
as he wrote them by hand, had he salary of District Attorney VIrII in
vOUP LIVE R AND 30 FEET OF 30v j i OF
to
CLEVN5SS
OUGHLY
used to the processes of dicta-ti- t the Second uistrtrt from $4,000
WS1
cmio RHP. rrtllL GJSSKS AND CLOGGED-Un, end no doubt Uugnne Field could j$t,500, but was unsuccessful.
liave rattled off his doathloss poems
rw tne Third flistnct, Mr. Catron
clogRol up waste
All those days when you feel miser- fermenting food and
on the typewriting machine just as assisted by Major Llewellyn, was
and dit of your
on
moved
is
matter
easily as lie wrote them In his beau-- more successful and the amount was able, headachy, biliois and dull fre svKteni no nausea no rlplng no
bowtiful copperplate hand, had he worked raised from $1,200 to $4,50u.
due to torpid liver and
weakness.
In the Seventh district, after be- els. The
in the days when tho typewriter was
Is
when
stomach
your
days
You simly enn't have tour liver
less an experiment, and more an ev- ing defeated in committee of the
sour and full of gas, whoa you .:ive inactive and your thirty fa t of bow- inan
secured
whole, Mr. Hilton
eryday necessity.
the nights when your els constipated with souri decaying
o
crease of $l,00i per annum over the indigestion;
and you are restless waste matter and feel well) The need
twitch
nerves
HARRY THAW'S BIRTHDAY.
$3,000 allowed by tne committee.
but
could be avoided with of a laxative is a naturalpeed
Fiehkill Lan.ilng, N. Y., Feb. 12.
The bill as passed by the house and can't sleep
of Fi you are
of
delicious
delicious
of
with
a
Syrup
teaepoonful
Syrup
Harry K. Thaw quietly celebrated nis carries the amended emergency
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Hng com
it foolish to be distressed not drugging yourself.
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of
a
such
is
to
there
when
way
entirely
pleasant
posed
Matteawan hospital for the criminal torney General Clancy. This caluse
inure.
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subject.

Cme and see them

His bond was termed, attracted a large gathering to
fixed by Judge Craig in the sum of the hall of the house of representa-

ial the man with the sheriff's commission.

gun. Reed quickly took in the situa
tion and realized that the men were $500.
about to make a double attack on him,
one. with a gun and the other with a WILSON NOW PRESIDENT-ELECknife. Quickly he made a rush for a
Washington, Feb. 12. Although the
rifle, always kept behind the counter, result of the presidential election was
loaded and ready for an emergency. known early in the evening of NovemTaking in the two men with a sweep ber 5, it was not until today, when
of the rifle; Reed commanded them to the senate and house met in joint
get out of the store, threatening to session, that Woodrow Wilson and
fire if they hesitated.
Thomas R, Marshall were officially deThe men left the Crescent, quickly clared to' be elected president and
and silently. But evidently they were vice president, respectively, for four
determined to rob a hardware store, years, beginning March 4, 1913.
for they soon crossed the street and
The meeting of the electoral colentered the Mcintosh store. Here lege, as the joint session of the sen-

tives. Senator Gallinger, president
pro tempore of the senate, presided.
As the ballots of the electors were
opened they were turned over to the
four tellers, two of whom represented
the senate and the other two the
house.
When the total vote was cast Senator Gallinger In a clear voice announced that of the total electoral voe of
531, of which a majority was 2G6,
Woodrow Wilson, for president, and
Thomas R .Marshall, for vice presldnt
had each received 435, while 88 votes
were cast for Roosevelt and Johnson
is and 8 vote efor William H. Taft

T

their tactics were the same as in the ators
and
Crescent. One man decoyed the only
clerk on duty to the rear of the store
on the pretense of wishing to purchase a gun. The otber man went in
to the office, in the front of the store,
apparently for the purpose of awaiting
a signal from his pal, or for the purpose of trying to get into the safe.
The man in the office was confronted
by Albert Nead, son of Manager John
C. Nead. Observing the man's suspi
cious actions, young Nead made a
rush for a rifle nearby and chased
him out of the office. This man signalled to his pal that the game was
up. Together they quickly left the
We
store and at once disappeared.
Ladie's
They are still missing.

representatives

First Showing of
Stylish Low Shoes for
Spring 1913

are showing some fifteen new styles of
footwear. The prettiest and best lasts
that will appear this Season are now out on Display. A complete run of sizes and widths in
each style and a style for every foot' will be
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makes an ideal gift of lasting worth.
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DEPUTY SHERIFF ACCUSED
Albuquerque, N, M., Feb. 12. The
fact that he had a deputy sheriff's
commission and supposed to have the
privilege of carrying a gun, did not
save tf&eobo Gomez from being bound
over to the grand jury when he was

"

found here.

aralgned yesterday afternoon before
Justice of the Peace George R. Craig
on a charge of making an assault with
a pistol on Charles Gloml, proprietor
of the Alamo saloon, First street and
'
Gomez is alleged to
Silver avenue.
have wandered into Giomi'a xdace lastj
night, pulled off a gun and boasted
that the city police coud not arrest'
him as he was a deputy sheriff, it Is
claimed that Gomez placed the cold
steel barrel of his revolver against!
Glomi's head, bystanders exporting to
a murjcr any ocoud. Gomez has j
f.,;ni"'d lii i:c (;ral troublome affair
it W
thut b! will not:
a fippf!y
''..a'.V,;A J'..,er U,
i

i
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PERSONALS
R. Goodrich

1b

ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

in from his ranch

east of town.

LindoDuthie of Onava is a visitor in th city today.
C. F. Lambert of Watrous 1b in' the
city today on business.
S. B. Davis, Jr., left this afternoon
for Santa Fe on business.
Rev. Father Francis of Santa Fe is
a visitor in the city today.
R. B. Schoonmaker is in the city,
for a few days from Harvey's ranch.'1
Alfred Beal is here visiting his
folk for a few days. He lives in
Texas.
Enrique Sena, United States deputy
marshal, left today for his beadquar
ters at Santa Fe.
of the
Ed Spitz, representative
Louis Ilfeld company at Albuquerque,
is in the city today.
J. H. Conley, division master mechanic for the Santa Fe Railway comat Raton,
pany, with headquarters
came in today.
Burr Faunce, a cattleman of Sapel-o- ,
left today for Ida, Mich., to took
after his farm interests thert, and
also to visit his mother.
J. R. Sexton, mechanical superitend-en- t
for the New Mexico division of the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
today from his headquarters at Raton.
Mrs.. Charles Williams left this afternoon for Rocky Ford, Colo., to joip
her husband, who is agent for the
Wells Fargo Express company at that

VICE PRESITWO ADDITIONAL
DENTS CREATED BY M. S. T.
AND T. COMPANY

JPITIIFD

LllllLtl

WW
U1UL
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ABLE TO GAIN
ADVANTAGE

Colo., Feb. 12 The annual
(Continued From Page One
meeting of the Mountain States Telewas
and
phone
Telegraph company
held at the offices of the company yes- complete darkness. Thousands
Denver,

terday afternoon.'
President Field presented his an-- ,
nual report covering the operations
ot the Mountain States system, and
the following directors were elected!
for the ensuing year;
E. B. Field, Edward B. Field, Jr.,
Philip Hamlin, Crawford Hill, E.
Kassler and L Cj Phipps, Jr., of Denver, A. V. Hunter of Leadvllle, W. L.
Graham of Pueblo, W. S. McCornlek ef
Salt Lake City, and Theo. N. Va;i and
U. N. Bethell of New York.
Nothing other than routine business
was transacted at the stockholders'
meeting. In presenting the annual report President Field called
attention to the fact that the figures
given embraced the transucions of

parcrr

the entire system, noting that in the
past, figures given embodying the
transactions of the company as a
whole, had been misquoted as covering
the business done only in one city or
one state, whereas they should havej
been clearly shown to cover operations in other states. The report is
given in full in another column.
Immediately following the stockplace.
Del Steadinan, roundhouse foreman holders' meeting the newly elected
at Lamy, was notified today that his directors met and chose the following
mother, who resides at Hutchinson, officers'.
E. B. FielJ, president.
Kansas, is ill. Mr. Steadman left for
Edward B. Field, Jr., first vice presHutchinson this afternoon.
W. H. Stark, the new secretary of ident and treasurer.
E. M.' Burgess, vice ureal lent ant
the Commercial club, will arrive from
Denver about the last of this month, general manager.
Philip Hamlin, vice preV.ler.i
according to the information received
A.
E. McDonald, secretary.
George
J.
the
secretary,
present
by
Roderick Reid, general auditor.
Fleming.
This practically constitutes a
Frank Smith, who was at one time
of the former officers, with the
a conductor on the Santa Fe, running between Raton and Las Vegas, exception of the two vice presidents
is in the city visiting old friends. He created this year. Mr. E. M. Burgess,
lives in Illinois and runs on the Chi- formerly general manager, continues
that title, and Is made
cago and Alton.
Mr. Philip
C. D. Black has moved in from his In charge of operation.
ranch on the mesa and will reside in Hamlin, assistant to the president, is
the city for some time. Charles eWteri a. director and made vice
Moore, who has been employed by J. president in chage of public relations
and Son, has taken
C. Johnsen
Both Messrs. Burgess and Hamlin
have long ibeeii Identified with the
charge of the Black ranch.
telephone industry in the west. Mr.
Burgess came to Colorado from New
If you have not received out list of York in 1881 and
immediately entered
Lenten specials, phone us and we the service of the Colorado Telephone
will gladly mail you one.
companl, serving respectively as man
IKE DAVIS,
aged at Central City, chief Inspector,
The Cash Grocer.
Denver, general superintendent and
general manager, and on the formation of the Mountain States company
was elected general manager of that
GOVERNMENT SUES
corporation.
Mr. Hamlin is a more recent arrival,
BIO STONE CONCERN
coming to Colorado from one of the
eastern telephone companies in 1900,
and having been identified since that
CLEVELAND COMPANY IS ACCUStime
with President Field as special
ARCHIED OF "INFLUENCING
and later aa assistant to the
agent
WITH MONEY"

of
residents took advantage of this to
escape from the zone of danger. The
exodus began in the early hours of
the night, as soon as me people realized that firing had temporarily
ceased.
Desperate Prisoners Released.
Belem jail, the famous old prison,
has been thrown open by the rebels
and from 3,000 to 5,000 desperate
prisoners have been let loose.
British Legation Under Fire.
The British legation is under fire
from the rebel position and a battery
of federal artillery has been placed
close by as a protection.
Americans In Range of Shells.
Shortly before 9 o'clock a shell
tore a hole through the iron Ehuttei'
protecting the cable office and felf
Inside. Porter's hotel and the American club, In both of which scores
of American visitors and residents
are gathered, are In the direct line
of fire. Another heavy shell struck
a building in front of the cable of
flee at about 10 o'clock, ripping awaj
a corner of the structure.
The fire at the Mutual Life Insurance building was extinguished, but
much damage was caused the structure by shells.
Zapatistas Get Into the Game.
Alfonso Miranda, one of the Zapatista leaders, entered the capital
last night with 300 of his followers,
who are harassing the federal troops
at various points. The cable office
has again been struck by many
shrapnel shells.
For many hours arterthe opening
of today's battle the artillery fire of
federal troops did not appear to do
great damage to the rehel position.
Diaz soon brought
heavy guns
vigorously to bear. He made every
effort to dislodge the federal riflemen and machine gunners from the
higher buildings. At the same time
he directed a constant fire on the
National theater, about which a considerable portion of the federal artillery was stationed. In this latter effort he was fairly successful.
At about half past ten o'clock
there was a virtual cessation of fir
ing, but this was presumably due to
the troops changing positions, as
neither side had at that time won a
decided advantage.
The federal troops at one moment
made a valiant but ineffectual effort
to obtain possess'on of Belem jail,
in the neighborhood of the arsenal.
The followers of Felix Diaz repulsei
their vigorous attack and then re
leased a portion of the prisoners,
some of whom they Incorporated in
their ranks, arming them with rifles
from the arsenal stores.
The group of Zapatistas commanl1-eby Alfonso Miranda, who entered
the city in the night, worked in conjunction, with Diaz, but instead of attempting to join him, adopted guerilla tactics and caused great trouble
to the federals.
A most spectacular display of artillery firing occurred1 in tho center of
the day. The federal cannon were
in action in San Juan de Latren
street and just off Juarez nvenue, In
locations midway between the arsenal and th,e national palace. Some of
the rebels' shells reached the
grounds of the palace.
The artillery fire of the rebels from
their position at the arsenal extended in several directions on account
of the encircling tactics adopted by
the government troops. Diaz turned
his guns in the direction of the British legation Bhorfiy after noon In order to reply to the fire or a federal
battery stationed thero.
The rebels strengthened their position by placing more men and field
guns on the Y. M. C. A. "building
against'
commanding i he arsenal,
which" the government
troops "continued to direct a terrible fire from
their artillery and small arms.
General
The escape of Consul
Arnold ShauUlin and his staff from
the American consulate building durbattle between the
ing the seven-hou- r
federal troops and the rebels In the
streets of Mexico City yesterday was
a sensational one. Mr. Shanklin broke
down two doors and was thus enabled to pass Into and through an adjoining building and make an exit ot
a cross street which was at the moment free from rifle fire. The consul
general and his staff carried along
with them a wounded man who had
been brought into the consulate for
temporary treatment.

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

because of fierce fighting in the vicinity of the lederai telegraph office
at Mexico City, all operators left
their stations. The federal government has only one wire south to
Monterey.
Today's train from Mexico City
brought many men, women and children refugees who left Monday, soon
after the Diaz revolution began.
Few passengers could give a coherent story of the fighting. Thej
deemjed it wise to leave the capital,
dem
notwithstanding no
onstrations had occurred: They reported no disorder along the line of
the Mexican National from Mexico
City to Laredo, but said excitement
was in (evidence ai all points.
Mexican newspapers Indicated the
stress under which the government
was laboring. Sunday's papers reported1 once more that federal troops

f
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wei;e cooped up in the town of Ato-yastate of Guerrero, and that rebels in Chalco, state of Mexico, had
kidnaped a man and were holding
him for ransom.
The government

forces were trying to ijescue this
man, whose name was not given.
Rurales were reported fighting reb-elnear the edge of Tlalpam and
preventing the insurrectos from kidnaping Alberto Woern or destroying
his paper mill. The newspapers asserted that the Tlalpam cadets, who
killed
General
liberated
Reyes,
their own leader, Colonel ,Moclos,
when he attempted to persuade them
to surrender to the government.
Calmness displayed by Madero was
confirmed in the newspaper reports,
in the taking of La Cuidad Ela the
Mexican press reported that General
Diaz secured 50.OU0 rifles.
Editorially, the newspapers called
attention to former battles in Mexico. They Baid the present situation
was not at all unique. The uprising.
was compared to that of Genvioent
Guereros on November 20, 1827, when
Guereros was defeated for the presidency by General Gomez Fedraza,

12,

CAPITAL

S106.000.00

OFFICERS
John

W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively,

AMERICA MAKING
READY FOR A
WAR
Continued From Page One)

Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary

midnight White House conferences attended by President Taft, Secretaries
Knox, Stlmson and Meyer, and officers of the army and navy, will bring
the total number of American men of
war in Vera Cruz harbor up to three.
The dreadnought Virginia already is
steaming to Tampico and the Georgia
is on her way to Vera Cruz. This
will make a total of four American
battleships on the gulf coast of Mex--

misfortune that
could happen to. us right now than to
have such a war forced oa the country. The situation is a very fine illustration of iou'U be damned if yon
do and be damned if you don't' and
especially if you do. Let's do what Is
necessary to protect the honor of our
country and no more; and if we have
to go there, let us get away as soon
as possible.;
know of no greater

leo.

The two on the Pacifio side, the ColThe Nebraska Sails.
the First division, constituting the ad- orado and South Dakota, are under orCaimanera, Cuba, Feb 12. The
vance guard of an expeditionary force ders for Mexican ports and other United States battleship Nebraska
of 13,000 men, available for foreign ships may follow at any
moment sailed for Mexico at half past, teT
service in an emergency.
There will be two rear admirals in o'clock this morning. The remainGalveston, Tex., would be the port Mexican waters ready to direct the der of the American fleet is awaiting
Cars Ready for Troops.
of
departure of the artillery forces movements of the ships speeding to orders.
San Antonio, 'i'ex., Feb. 12. The
some cavalry In the event that it both coasts. On the west side, Rear
and
Southern Pacific railroad has been
were necessary to follow up the First Admiral Sutherland, cn his big armoradvised to hold sufiicient equipment
was ed cruiser Colorado, is now well off
on hand to take troops from here to brigade. The original intention
to
the
four
transports
the coast of Lower California and OLD SOLDIER TAKES
army
employ
on
short notice. Coaches,
Galveston
stock cars and freight cars are being named for that purpose, after they had should arrive at Acappulco by Friday.
discharged the first brigade on foreign On the gulf coast, Rear Admiral Cam
gathered in the local yards.
ISSUE ViTII WHITE
shores. But this will be done only eron McR. Wilson is on his flagship
in case it is found impossible to se Virginia.
cure the merchant marine ships to
the ships under orders for Mex JOHN A. ROSS SAYS LINCOLN'S
DON'T FORGET THE carry the artillery and cavalry. By canAll service
are of the first class,
BIRTHDAY IS MORE THAN A
orders Issued by the general staff this with complements of about 700 men
HOLIDAY
officer
the senior military
each. The navy will have an effective
SMOKER TONIGHT morning
near Galveston began immediately to force of about 5,000 men on the gulf
The Optlo today received the followget in touch with merchant ship own and the Pacifio side of Mexico be
from John A. Ross,
to see what could be gotten on fore the end of the week. The of ing comunlcatioa
ers
AT THE COMMERGATHERING
cne of the veterans of the civil vfar,
short notice.
army transports at Newport News will
CIAL CLUB ROOIVS WILL DISthe order of State
The state department made public be ready to sail by tomorow morning commenting upon
CUSS IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
of Publio Instruction
Superintendent
reat the latest They would take some
today the substance of telegrams
Alvan White to the effect that LinMexico. Am of the regular troops fioni Fort Mob
Boosters arg reqiested to remem- ceived over night from
coln's birthday Is not a state holiday:
was confirm- roe, Baltimore, and Fort Myer, near
ber that the Commercial club smoker bassador Wilson's reply
Editor Optic,
Mr. Wil this city, should it be decided that
will be held tonight in the rooms of atory of the news dispatches.
Dear Sir: The Optic of the tenth
were the crisis in Mexico had assumed
the organization in the Masonic tem- son estimates that both sides
Inst
publishes an order from State
balanced numerically, Madero such proportions as to demand 'the
ple. The affair will begin at 8 equally
of Public Instruction
4.Superintendent
about
Diaz
each
and
commanding
dispatch of a military force to rein- Alvan N. White
o'clock and will b for the purpose
Informing the teachof discussing maters of great Im- 000 men. He states that while four force the naval contingent aready un- ers and school
of the
superintendents
A mericans were reported to have been der
(
way.
portance to this ctmmunity.. Action
various idistiricte of the state that
was
none
killed.
in
the heart of Mexico City,
Fighting
likely will be takei urging the state injured,
Consuls at Laredo and Ensenada enaangering thousands of lives, is Lincoln's Birthday, the anniversary
TECTS
legislature to pass without delay the
of which falls upon Wednesday, Febpresident
measure now befo:e it authorizing report all quiet in their sections. Un looked upon with apprehension, but
ruary 12, is not a legal holiday. He
re
The growth of the company is
the board of "trustes of the Las Ve- der Instructions from the state de- army men and students of Interna- fails to Inform them that this
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 12. Sensationday Is
a
the
of
Ensena-dfor
the
Consul
enlargement
tional law declare this condition may
Guyant at
gas land grant to Invest funds now partment,
al charges are contained in a civil sponsible
set apart, to be known as
especially
in
Mexican
both
these
of
the
release
gentlemen
secured
be
the
authority
by
in Its treasury in uny feasible plan
justifiable if the Madero govern- Lincoln
t
suit for the dissolution of
Day and directs by law how
the action taken yesterday.
s .o
for the completion of the irrigation authorities at Tiajuana of the Ameri its own existence.
the Cleveland Stone company and its
the day shall be observed by the
a
t
wounded
was
:
who
by
its ow nexistence.
Other mat- can, Rankin,
system upon the
subsidiaries, filed here today by order
schools. .
NATIONAL INDOOR TENNIS.
Some changes in orders to comwll
be brought up. sentry, and he has been sent across
interest
of
ters
of Attorney General Wickersham.
New York,
Feb. 12. The fourDie
in
Shapter 48 Section 3 Laws of 1905
San
manders of battleships on their way
Enthusslastlc members of the club the border to the hospital
To acquire a monopoly in the build- teenth annual tournament for the naNew Mexico rends as follows:
of
Calif.
to
,
Mexico
were
made
later by Sec
have contributed sigars and other go,
ing, paving, curbing and grindstone tional Indoor tennis championships in
con
The
twelfth day of February, in each
on
had
Stlmaon
a
will
conference
after
be
with
early
retary
Secretary
tie
Meyer
and
evening
good things,
business the "stone trust" is charged men's singles and doubles was begun
in the his naval aides.
and every year hereafter, is hereby
President
Taft
with
ference
social
Admiral
Rear
a
from
standpoint.
a
enjoyable
"by
itjh influencing architects
today on th.e courts of the Seventh
White House proper, during which he Fletcher, commanding the Second di- established in the annual school calEverybody Is invtbd.
money consideration or by conferring Regiment armory in this city, and
advised the president of the prepared vision of the Atlantic fleet, with nis endar to be known as Lincoln Day, in
favors" to specify its stone in their will be continued through the coming
ness of the army to carry out the flagship, Vermont was ordered from honor of the birthday of Abraham Linnot
Kansas
laii
fresh
Strictly
Eggs,
a
maintains
separate week. The entry list Includes many
building plans;
formulated last night
Guantanamo directly to Vera Cruz coln, and shall be observed with paa
leaves
cold
stock
plans
that
the
storage
oieanization of its subsidiaries to en- of the .foremost racquet experts ot
new to be said," with the battleship Nebraska. ' This triotic exercises in the publio schools,
is
"There
In
uouth.
nothing
taste
bad
as
your
to
able them
competitors the country arid some spirited compeappeal
he declared at the end of oi.i talk supplants previous tentative orders but sncK" day shall in no wise be eon
Per dozen, 30 snts.
in bidding for contracts; fixing prices titions are
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.tight and Terror

Seemingly 1
nats With lha Winged Hue-ar- a
cf Poland.

r

lota guard and pelisse.
And here were faces curiously still
tinder the curved
and here
were bodies sheated in plumage and
the skins of wild beasts.
Yet this was not enough.
For to
the roll of kettle-drumthe swirl of
fifes behind quartlan, dragoon and
relter came the hussar, mounted and
pennoned lance at rent These men
sat their heavy horses, their lances
made a forest, and from their shoul-cer- s
rose the famous "wings." Sufficiently splendid In themselves, they
bad added this last touch of splendor.
From their shoulders, as In the reliefs of ancient Egypt, rose great
wingp the rustling of them filled the
theater. Might and terror were Incarnate in these warriors. What foe
could stand before the awful slbilance
of their onrush, this apparition of
monstrous,
(something inconceivably
treast-plate-

,

s,

fet

inconceivably

superb?

TO

LAUGHTER

en of Intellect and Renown Join In
Testimony to the Value of

f

Jollity

In

Life.

laugh
The value of a
tnay be rated low by eoma people;
tut many writers bare attested Its
fworth In no measured terms.
It is not surprising that Charles
!Lamb should have said. "A laugh Is
Svorth a hundred groans In any mar
feet;" but from the lips of. the somber
Carlyle one is scarcely prepared to
hear, "No man who has once heartily
ind wholly laughed can be altogether
or lrreclaimably bad."
good-nature- d

It

was Douglas Jenrold who boldly

stated that, "What was talked of as
the golden chain of Jove. waB nothing
more than a succession of laughs, a
Khromatic scale of merriment reach-linfrom earth to Olympus."
1
"I am persuaded," wrote Laurence
feterne, "that every time a man smiles
miih tnAra OA wllflfl Tift !miphn It
Wdds something to his fragment of

g

life."

Last of all mar be cited the verdict
Oliver Wendell Holmes, given with
his own inimitable humor, "The riot-ou- t
tumult of a laugh, I take it, is the
mob law of the features, and
the maeistrata who reads the
Hot act." The Sunday Magazine.
jof

Pro-nrlet-

"

Henry Vll.'s Chapel.
The Most Honorable Order of the
;Bath has ceased to be the Cinderella
iamong the orders of knighthood. With
the restoration of high ceremonial in
Henry VII.'s chapel the ignominy of
the past ends. Although no longer
the "wonder of the world" that d
architects of
saw (for
the last century restored it out of all
recognition), the roof still remains a
thing of beauty. It has been suggested that the chapel stands on the site
of a garden owned by Chaucer. Hen-jry- ,
who built It, lavished money upon
iit his successors evidently thought
jloo much, for they utterly neglected
tit. When George I. reorganized the
iorder by introducing fresh blood,
traore honorable canopies were needed; they were provided by dishonor-b1- y
slicing the old ones Into two.
ILondon Chronicle.

Truth.
A London story illuminate the career of Horace Hamfat, an actor,
hich today, he was poor and a failure
top to the age of forty. His life, up to
ihat age, passed In tha provinces on
wo or three quid a week. One Saturday In Manchester Horace Ilamfat's
rhow went up, the manager fled, and
Uloraco for three days lived on bread
nd dripping. Then a letter came to
tiira from a London admirer, inclosing
ten pounds. The admirer forwarded
fclno an Item from a theatrical page
that Horace Hamfat himself had writ-tu"Horace Hamfat Is starring in
Manchester." But the typesetter had
tnnde this Item read, truly enough:
"Horace Hamfat Is starving In
Literal

n

Interpolated.
A New York manager was making
t!a Brat Shakesparen production.
!The play being rehearsed was "Mao-?-'.Everything went smoothly until an actor came to the line: "Ten
thousand dollars to the general nse."
Instantly the manager was on his
jreet. "Cut that line out!" he shouted.
t'This in an English play and a classic.
on't have any modem American
P
written into it" Boston
gtpoiriM--

',

"

i

Trar;c

Ij.t.

Dickinson

la

d

Maga-
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Sue

married again?" asked Phoebe.
"No!" ejaculated the others. "Who
to?"
"Kenneth Leaverett
"You don't mean it!"
"Yes, I do. And that's what set me
to thinking upon
advice. In
r.pite of everything her parents said,
she ran away, you remember, and married Ned Willoughby.
Then she quarreled with him and finally got a
divorce. And now in less than a year
she is married again. And here are
all of us, quiet, ladylike, well-bregirls, hanging yet on the parental
stem."
"Huhl"' said one Indignantly. "I
wouldn't want to marry' either Ned
Willoughby or Kenneth Leaverett"
"That may be," replied Phoebe.
"But even If you had, you wouldn't
have had the chance. You're not forward enough. I don't want to get into
personalities," she said hastily, as she
saw a gleam in the other girl's t;re.
"I'm Just drawing deductions. As
you know, I was invited to a house
party last week, out at Whitney's perfectly superb home. And who do you
think was the most popular girl there,
little me or charming
quiet, well-breAlice Markham? Not a bit of it It
was a loud, giggling individual who
talked constantly, laughed constantly,
played Jokes on the men, kept herself
in every way possible In the center
of the stage. The men simply flocked
around her. They hovered over her like
bwes over a flower. And the rest of
and ladylike
us sat off In well-brequiet and talked to each other."
"That sort of thing doesn't last,"
observed one.
"She had a good .time while it did
last, though. And that's more than
the rest of us did."
"I wouldn't care for the attentions
of meu like that," said another.
"Oh, they were good enough, as men
go," replied Phoebe. "You have to
take them as they are. You can't
make them to ordet"
"It seems to me, then," said a
fourth, "that the men are to blame
for all the forwardness and flippancy
In girls, and the way they dress and
all the other things they do that they
shouldn't. It would be sort of comfortable to blame the men for it all,
wouldn't it?"
"They won't care," quoth Phoebe.
"They'll go right on showering all
their attentions on the girl with the
most false hair and the biggest hats
and the tightest skirts and the
readiest laugh, whether there is anything to laugh at or not"
"Let them," interrupted another.
, "There's
something more to life
than merely pleasing the men. If I
prefer refinement and good breeding
and good taste, or think they are
right and their opposites wrong, I am
not going to throw them over meTely
to win masculine favor. I think we
ought to get down to the bedrock fact
of what is right and worth while, not
merely to whether our conduct will
win fleeting popular favor. We want
those things in our character that are
going to give us lasting satisfaction.
And, believe me, none of us here
would find lasting satisfaction in the
regard of men who like vulgarity in
dress and manner. And, believe me,
too, the nicest men don't And even
if they seem to for a little while, it is
either out of idle curiosity, or to put
in time, or a mere passing fancy.
I'll stick to the advices of mothers and
aunts and grandmothers. They have
been observing human nature a much
longer time than wo have, and they
know how It wears."
"Well," said Phoebe, "'I suppose the
girl with high standards of conduct
Is of more value to society than the
girl without them. And I suppose it
is worth while to be of some value
d

them.
Over ttiis army floated Poland eagle,
A
ground.
white upon its blood-rebishop raised the sacred relics and tha
cross and gave his blessing. Plainly,
without music, the front ranks kneeling, the mounted men behind, rose a
roletnn chant of male voices. It wan
the hymn made for Scb?eskl's legions
when they marched out to Vienna.

jPAlD

timate friends, "for mother and aunt
and grandmother to Insist on a girl's
being ladylike and retiring and modest and all that. But if she does, she
gets left"
"What's the trouble, Phoebe?"
chorused the group.
"No particular trouble," blithely returned Phoebe. "But I was just thinking such advice Is out of date. If a
girl takes it nowadays, it'll make her
a wallflower and eventually an old
maid, or, I suppose I should say, bachelor girl."
,
"Something has gone wrong," said
one of the girls sagely. '

old-tim- e

War had fired this people to new
Improvisations that ended in a grandeur reaching to the epic, the sublime. The other nations had but
dreamed of war gods buoyed on the
spread of carved and painted wings;
the Pole dared to attempt them la his
line of battle, to embody them, to be

Albert Kinrose, in Scrlbner's

"It's all very well," the quiet girl
was saying to the little group of In-

"Did you know

HEEORIAL

CEiiGATEO TODAY

By BARBARA BOYD.

Bilk and Batla. far and velvet bad
tren away- to shlmmerlnsr metal, to
plumed helmet and the pelt of bear
ttad wolf; Instead of the warm glow
pf precious stones, flashed the cold
fcllrst of naked steeL In place of caftan, cloak and loose trousers, one caw

IMMIi

somewhere."
"And I'd rather have my
said another, "than the attention of a dozen men for doing some-

thing that I thought beneath me."

Sergeant Didn't "Sabby."
Sergt. Mike Drew was at one time
a quartermaster sergeant In the Philippines. He believed he had a working knowledge of the language of the
'.slandB, which the soldiers call "Bamboo Spanish."
One day a party of tourists were
trying to get two Filipinos to understand that they wanted some trunks
taken down to the station. The tourists did everything they knew to get
this instruction into the heads ct the
brown brothers, but Jt was useless.
Sergeant Drew then offered his services.
"Say, you," he said, turning to the

natives, "when the whistle blows on
the railroad train, too boo, you get
your bull cart, moo moo, and take
tbeBe trunks down to the station before the engine starts, ding ding. Sab-by- r
"To no savez," the natives replied.
"What!" roared Sergeant Drew.
"Don't you understand your own Jar.-

HANDSOME HALL AT UNIVERSITY
AT ILLINOIS TO PERPETUATE
PRESIDENT'S MEMORY

Urbana, 111., Feb. 12. Eloquent trib
ute was paid the memory of Abraham
Lincoln today, when Lincoln Hall, a
magnificent new building erected at
the University of Illinois, was formally dedicated. The dedication was
program
accompanied by an
of exercises in which noted educators,
of national
churchmen and others
prominence participated.
The forenoon was devoted to a literary program. The speakers and
their topics included the following:
"The Social Sciences," Dr. Albert
Shaw, editor of the Review of Reviews; "Language and Literature,"
Professor Bliss Perry of Harvard University; "Philosophy," Professor Frederick J. B. Woodtoridge- of Columbia
University.
The dedication exercises were held
in the university auditorium this afternoon, following a luncheon in honor
of the guests. The exercises began
with a memorial address on Lincoln
by Dr. Hugh Black. The other speakers Included Governor Dunne and
President James of the University.
At the conclusion of the program in
the auditorium the assembly adjourned to Lincoln Hall, where1 the oration
of the day was delivered by Bishop
all-da-

-

McDowell of Chicago.
Lincoln Hall was made possible by
an appropriation of $230,000 by the

Illinois legislature in 1909, the one
hundredth anniversary of Lincoln's
birth, and it was decided to give the
buiding its present name and dedicate
it to the study of humanities.
The building is of brick and stone,
and tera cotta." The central feature
of the entire plan is a series of departmental or seminar libraries extending
across the front of the building, on
the first second and third floors. Joining each seminar library are one or
two conference rooms Intended primar
ily for graduate students, and available for research or conference1 and
for meetings of seminar graduate classes.
In general, quarters are provided on
the first floor for the classics and for
the philosophical group or department;
on the second floor, for English and
modern languages; and on the third
floor, for the social science group,
comprising history, economics, politics
and sociology.
The decorations of the building comprise a notable series of memorial
panels, tablets, medallions, inscriptions, etc., relating to Lincoln and bis
times. Over the main entrance is
Just
the inscription, Lincoln Hall.
within the memorial entrance hall
and sunk in the marble floor, in brass
letters, is a copy of the address of
Lincoln at Gettysburg, while at- the
back facing the vistior on his entrance
is the grand marble staircase is a
recess, which is the niche for a statue
of the late president.
On the outside across the front of
the building and above the second
s
story windows is a series of ten
in tera cotta, representing
scenes in the life of Lincoln, from
to the
his) activity as a
of peace at the close
of the civil war. In a similar position
on the two,'wings of the building is a
series of inscriptions containing quotations from Lincoln's speeches and
writings flanked by medallion portraits In terra cotta of men prominent
in state and national life who were
closely associated with Lincoln in his
work Grant, FaraguL Sumner, Seward, Stanton, Chase, Greeley, Welles,
Adams, Douglas, Trumbull, Turner,
Yates, Lovejoy, Davis, Palmer, Koer-ne-r
MeGill, Oglesby and Logan.
-

pa-el-

rail-splitt-

NOTICE OF CHATTEL MORTGAGE
SALE
Notice Is hereby given: That L H.
G. Coors, under and by virtue of a
certain chattel mortgage, duly signed,
acknowledged and delivered on the
30th day of October, 1912, by E. H.
Mitchell,
mortgagor, to said ri. C.
Coors, Mortgagee, to secure the pay
ment of the sum of $520.00 with in
terest thereon at the rate of eight
per cent per annum from the 17th day
of October. 1912 until paid, as evi
denced by a certain promissory note
executed and delivered by said E. H.
Mitchell on the 17th day of October
1912 to said IL G. Coors, said note being in the principal sum of $520.00
and being due and payable on the
16th day f January, 1913, the above
said chattel mortgage bels- duly filed
for record on the 31st day of October,
1912 at) 4 o'clock p. m. in tht office of
the county clerk and recorder of San
Miguel county. New Mexico, and duly
recorded therein in Book 11 of Rec

ords of Chattel Mortgages at Page
311; Default having heretofort been
made in the payment of said above
described promissory note, Will Sell
at public vendue in front of the office
of the Coors Lumber company, at the
comer of Main street and Railroad
avenue In the City of Las Vegas, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, on the
22nd day of March, 1913 at 10 o'clock
a. m. to the highest bidder for cash
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municatlon first and
third Thursday in
s (: 'A? eacJ4 morith- - Visiting
brothers cordially
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.
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ally invited. Chat
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cellor Commandei
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Harry Martin, Keeper of Recordsand SeaL
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Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord)
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

F. O.

E- -

MASONS

RegUar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard. H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

MAIN f.

L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets second

ant-fourt- h

evening eao
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltlnr
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Tbornatn
Secretary.
Thursday
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Num
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stenography Address S., Optic.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary; No. I
sum of $53.73 and all other proper
3
No.
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6:10
6:15 a. m
C.
H.
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Baily,
costs and expenses arising out cf this
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
TO LEASE OR RENT 1 large
sale.
foreclosure ard
:35 p, m
7:00 p. m
adobe house with 150 acres MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
1 small
of
laud
and
adobe
Meet
in
1913.
Forest
the
of brotherly
this 29th day of January
hcuss zmd 70 acres of land. Mrs.
ATTORNEY
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
H. G. COORS,
P. C. Nisson.
on
the second and fourth Fridays
Mortgagee.
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
H.
Hunker Chester A Hunt'
George
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS
Attorneye-at-Laare
members
stockVisiting
especially
The annual meeting of the
Las Vegas.
New Mexte
welcome and cordially invited.
holders of the Mutual Building and
FOR SALE Or rent, one square piano.
Loan association of Las Vagas, lor
DENTISTS
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
the election of three directors and the
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54 1
transaction of other business, will be FOR SALE
I. O. of B. B. Meets every firat
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
First class upright piheld at the office of the association
Crockett Building.
ano, price reasonable. Inquire Op- Tuesday of the month In the vestry
on Wednesday, February 12, 1913, at
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Office
Main 111
tic.
Telephone
S o'clock p. m.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are House Telephone
Main 1M
JOHN SHANK, Secretary.
Isaac AppeL
cordially Invited.
FOR SALE One dozen Black OrPresident; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
pington chickens. Call Vegas 369.
$100 REWARD STOO
retary.
Dentist
The readers of this paper will be
Dental work of any description a
pleased to learn chat there is at least FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN moderate prices.
one dreaded disease that science has
buggies. Inquire 716 Seventh St
been able to cure In all Its stages.
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
Hall's Catarrh
and that is Catarrh.
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Cure is the only positive cure now
Pioneer building.
Visiting memknown to the medical fraternity. Ca
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
HEALTH WARNING
tarrh being a const'tutional disease, re
Chilled and wet feet result In con
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
quires a constitttionai treatment. FOK RENT Two room furnished
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
gestlng the internal organs, and Inhouse. 921 Lincoln avenue.
flammation of the kidneys and bladacting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of tie system, thereI. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO der, with rheumatic twinges and pain,
FOR
RENT Suite
follow. Use Folej
housekeeping
by destroying the foundation of the
1, Meets every Monday evening at in back, generally
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
Pills. They are the best medidisease, and
giviig the patient
Kidney
All
on
street
their
hall
Sixth
visit cine made for all disorders of the kid508 Main.
strength by building up the constitu
ing brethren cordially invited to at neys, for bladder irregularities, and
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. O.; for backache and rheumatism. They
faith in its curative lowers that they FOR RENT Furnlsned house, mod
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood. do not contain habit forming drugs.
ern, Eighth and Washington. InTonic in action, quick results. O. G.
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
case that it falls to cure. Send fo
quire Herbert W. Gehrlng.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Adv.
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHEnEY & CO., To
ledo, Ohio.
Do you know that more r
danger
Bi P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Sold by all Druggiits, 75c.
lurks - in a common cold than in any
fourth Tuesday evening of each other of the minor ailments? The
Take Hall's Famtlj Pills for consit
FIRST class room and board. Inmonth Elks home on Ninth street safe way is to take Chamberlain's
pation. Adv.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- Cough' Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
DAIRYMEN tt SESSION.
preparation, and rid yourself of the
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
cold as quickly as possible. This
Staunton, Va., Feb 12 The dairy
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conremedy is for sale by all dealers.
ing and' associated jdustries are to
don, Secretary.
Adv.
be discussed In all jtheir phases at
the annual convention of the Virginia LOST Red back memorandum, book
which met of Ackerman Dairy.
FinderDairymen's association,
phone
here today with a pod attendance. J. M. Ackerman and receive reward.
nelude with a
The meeting will
20c per 100 lbs.
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
25o par 109 lb.
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 be., Each Delivery
banquet tomorrow ni;ht.
P. MACKEL
30c per 10O Iba.
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery.
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Mrs. s. S. S.. Van Suren St. King
200 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs. to
40c per 100 lbs.
Urdwood FinisLIng, Paper Hanging
ston, N. Y. (full nane furnished on
Lass than 5J lbs. Each Delivery
50c per 193 lbs.

Wanted

a

For Sale

2

For Rent'

i

RIl&ccHancous

Mo-Elro-

Lost

RETAIL PRICES

PETER

application) had suchdecided benefit
from using Foley's loney and Tar
Compound that she stares her good
fortune with others.: She writes:
Foley's Honey and ?ar Compound
brought my voice oaci to me auring
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving near a severe case of bronchitis and laryn
Yukon. Ma. strongly recommends Fa oHio
nh hntr manVDeonle T hvp
ley's Honey and Tar Compound and recommended It to." p. G. Schaefei
I have been aavisea Dy m
and Red Cross Drug fo. Aflv.
says:
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
nnd Tar Comnound for my children
W. S. Skelton, a mrchant at Stan-Ipv- ,
when there was a cough medlcin
Ind., says be woild not take
needed. It always gives tne dosi.oi $100.00 for the relief l single box of
satisfaction and I recommend it to Folev Kidney Fills sae him. "I had
others." O, G. Sdiaefer and Red Cross a severe attack of kidjey trouble with
Urns Co. Adv.
sharp pains through jny back and
could hardly straights up. A single
box of Foley Kidney fills entirely reREPUBLICAN RALLY AT K. C
lieved me." O. G. Scjaefer and Red
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 12. The Cross Drug Co. Adv
Missouri Association of Young
met in this city today for
its annual Lincoln day convention
and banquet. Since the adoption of
the state primary law, which abolishCOMPOUND
ed nominating conventions, the association's annual meetings have For over three decales a favorite
teen made occasions for important household metl'icint or COUGHS,
conferences of the republican editors COLDS. CROUP,
HOOPING
and other party leaders throughout COUGH, BRONCHUS. HARD
the state. Today's proceedings were and STUFFY BREATHING. Take
mostly of a routine character. Most at first sign of a coli. Quick, safe
Interest centers in the convention and reliable? The D s Hive onihe
genuino
banquet tonight, at which Governor carton is the msrk
Eborhart of Minnesota and former Refuse sustitutes.
Co
Red f.ros
ii
Congressman James T. Watson of
O. G. sn-.- r'r
to
chief
bo
aro
the
speakers.
Indiana
!

FOLEY'S

HONEY

m TAR

qte

and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Glvn.
est Side Plaza
Old Town

AGUA PURA COMPANY

.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

This is the season of the vear when
mothers feel verv much concerned
over the frequent colds contracted by
tneir cnuaren, and have abundant
reason for It as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
paves the wav for th morn nVrlnns
diseases that so often follow. Cham- neriain s Cousch Remedy is famous for
its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale bv all dealers. Aflv

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

When Burton Holmes repent'v truve
his celebrated traveoguo oa "Panama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
was seriously lnteruntori hv rmiHnuni
coughing of the auaience. No one an.
noys willingly and if peopje
with
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
in throat would use Folev'n nrnim und
Tar Compound, they could quickly
cure eir couebs and colds and avoid
this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and
uea uross Drug Co. Adv.

--

U

Alarket Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all ot
those who MIGHT BWY tha particular thing is worth most
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoaa
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana wer ads. in this newspaper want (and
pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of taoTulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.

are anxious to

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT.

Willie Lewis vs. Adrien Hogan,
rounds, at Paris.

20

vs. Howard Mor-to10 rounds, at Albany, N". Y.

Tommy

Gavlgan

tj
t,

if

As the classified ads. are read bv all possible buve s. of all noa-slble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

sets.
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getting work out with little delay, but insist that it must be absolutely correct and
satisfactory in every respect.
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want you

We

to have

another sack of

Brand California Canned Fruits
25c Per Can

Grocer

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
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STATE

late yesterday evening.

DR. GARRISON'S LECTURE GIVES
A GLIMPSE OF WHAT CAN BE
DONE BY DEVELOPMENT

)

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

TIME

IN

,

SAVES NINE

We simply want to say this.

That if Mrs. Housewife had had a
not have happened. A HOOSIER
KITCHEN CABINET saves steps and is
cheaper then hospital bills. Now is
the time to buy your wife a
KOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET this would

HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
and make her work a pleasure and life worth living.
The factory is working overtime and urge upon us to anticipate our
needs for months in advance.
If you don't like it simply return it and back comes your
money.

d

J. H. Stearns

mmnmwwjHH-

GAMES

STITCH

You read daily that a number of hou ewives are carried to
the hospitals.
The illness is frequently caused by overwork in the kitchen
by using "BEFORE THE WAR" kitchen furniture. In attempting to economize Mrs. Housewife loses her health. The
whole household is thrown into confusion and turned over to '
inexperienced hands. The hospital bill was unnecessary.

yard-maste-

Monarch Mince Meat in 23 Oz. Jars, Regular
Price 50c. THIS WEEK 35c

msm

WONDERFUL

A

It would be impossible to listen to
The basketball game to be played
II. C. Seedon, formerly night
r
the
lecture on "Picturesque awt Inbetween
the
at
In the local yards, has gone
armory Friday night
the Normal boys and the champions dustrial New Mexico'' which was given
back to his old job of torakeman.
of the city will be without a doubt the last night at the Commercial club
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged fastest contest that has been staged rooms by Dr. W. E. Garrison, presi
In the wood. Direct from distillery to in the city this year. The champions dent of the New Mexico college of
of Las Vegas are a fast aggregation Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, with
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
each member having played on 8 out becoming dissatisfied. Not disThe Ladies' Baptist Aid society will good team for the last two years. The satisfied with the speaker, for he is
meet with Mrs. Howell, 721 Fourth Normal team, as everyone knows, Is a most interesting taiKer; not oissat-isflewith the history of New Mexico
street, Thursday afternoon at 2:30 supposed to be the fastest organiza
tion in the city, but it cannot claim for it is honorable; not dissatisfied
o'clock.
the city championship until it has with the points of interest in the
Plans for another novelty dance shown the public that it can defeat state, for they are numerous and fawere discussed last Monday night by the team organized under the same mous lor their scenic beauty; not
dissatisfied with the resources of New
the Fraternal Brotherhood at its of City Champions.
The preliminary game will be a Mexico, for they are wonderful; but
meeting.
contest between the girls' teams of the dissatisfied with the knowledge that
The Ladies' Aid society of the Normal and city schools Eighth grade. these resources are not being developChristian church will hold a ca'iled They have met before and are well ed and used as rapidly and as thormeeting at the residence of Mrs. matched. In the Normal eighth grade oughly as might be.
Walter Hayward, 90C Fourth street, team the most brilliant player and
By the use of many handsome lan
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.
most interesting character for her tern slides and by his great gift of
size is the runing center, little Miss description Dr. Garrison showed that
Everyone is urged not to forget Baca. This player stands apparently the resources of New Mexico, if prop
the smoker lo be given tonight at less than three feet six inches in her erly developed, would produce great
the Commercial ciub rooms. This gymnasium shoes and can get a ball wealth. He demonstrated that while
meeting will be of interest to every away from a player twice her size. a great deal has been done along this
one and the general public is urged She probably, will play next Friday line, a fair beginuing has scarcely
to attend.
night The lineups for the two games been made. But he also showed that
will be announced later this week. much of the work that has been done,
A number of the Scottish Rite The price of admission to the two has been done well and that the prol
iiiaiisiis-7,'il-Santa Fe next games will be only 25 cents, so
(lo to
gressive people of the state are acweek to attend a meeting at which large crowd is expected to attend.
complishing much for its development.
Vice President-elec- t
Marshall will he
Dr. Garrison showed that the schools
The Normal ' boys say if they can
present and give an address to Mas- make $ci5 on the game they will be o; the state are doing a great work.
ons of that rank.
able to make the trip to El Paso upon He explained the efforts of his own
which they have set their hearts. They school to be of benefit to the entire
Tomorrow night at the Elks' home think they can win laurels for the state and not solely to the students
there will be a dance to which all Normal and for Las Vegas in competi enrolled here. He said much is being
visiting and local Elks are Invited. tion with the basketball aggregations done In educating the farmers and
The dance will start at 8 o'clock. from other 'parts of New Mexico and ranchers, teaching then; how to raise
Music will be furnished by Mrs. a big section of Texas.
more and better crops and more and
Simison.
will
Refreshments
be
better cattle, sheep and chickens. He
served.
Regular dance at F. B. hall tonight. showed how his school is aiding the
-- Adv.
dairymen and horticulturists.
The Anient and Kelly teams will
That New Mexico's climate, scenery
bowl tonight at the
Elks' home.
All athletes who wish to try out and places of historic interest are a
These teams stand second and third for the uew team organized under the
great asset in that they will bring
respectively in the league and some name of the City Champions will re many tourists here, was another decclassy bowling is expected. All Elks port at the armory at 8 o'clock
laration of Dr. Garrison. He showed
and their ladies are cordially invited
prepare for practice.
many pictures of New Mexico's beau
to attend the game.
ty spots. The entire lecture was most
This afternoon at 2:45 o'clock Jus interesting and inspiring to those who
The executive committee in charge tice of the Peace D. R. Murray in his wish to see New Mexico become the
of the bis hail to bo given on February office united in marriage Miss Estella
great state which its natural resour21 by the E. Romero Hose and Fire Lowe and
Clyde E. Jones, aged 19 and ces can make of it.
company will meet tomorrow evening 21, respectively.
The bride is the
A fair sized audience heard the lecat the stove of V. H. Daily, inn., r- daughter of E. Lowe and the groom is ture.
It is a pity that the Commercial
tint featu:'ts of the dance hav-- been employed by the John Papen grocery. club rooms were not filled to overarra:.hbd and it doubtless wi'.l ue a
flowing. It has been suggested that
big tceietj event. Many peoylo tir?
Several promoters have been inter the booster of New Mexico could do
preiwirinf to attenl en masqij hvi viewing Walter Hayward today trying
better than induce Dr. Garri
some fancy costumes doubtless will to get him to sign papers to meet nothing
son to give his lecture In every town
be seen. Realizing that a volunteer Champion McCarty in the near future,
and city in the state. From an educa
fire department needs their support it is said. Mr. Hayward has not as
tional standpoint it would be valuable
the people of both sides of the river yet given his decision, and nothing
and it also would prove a great imare purchasing tickets liberally
official can he published on the sub
petus for all of the industries of the
ject
interest in them
state
by creating
This morning Dr. W. E. Garrison,
and attracting new people and new
Word was received today that Wil
incident of the New Mexico School
capital into the districts which are
of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, liam K. Jones, wel known in Las Vemost capable of successful
gave short talks to the students of the gas, was married today in Gallup to
Normal and high school, which were Miss Myrtle Warren of that city. Jones,
interesting to the students. Dr. Gar- better known as Hill, has been in GalLight, automobile lamps at
rison is especially Interested In the lup for some time and the news of his
o'clock this evening.
Normal University, having been presi- marriage is quite a surprise to his
dent of that Institution in 1907 and friends.
1908.
Since than time the enrollment
This evening
promptly at 7:30
has doubled and the institution has
grown wonderfully and Dr. Garrison o'clock, funeral services for the late
fhels proud of having been connected Mrs. S. R. Davis are invited to be
Mrs. W. A, Glmssford,
with it In its early days. Dr. Garrison jiresenjt.
of
Mrs. Davis, will leave toleft this afternoon to join the demon- daughter
on
No. 2 for Columbus,
train
night
stration train.
O., accompanied by the body, which
will be interred at that place.

This Week for Cash $1.50

nm

IN BASKETBALL

Ouy your kodak supplies and got NORMAL AND CITY CHAMPIONS
CONTEST TO BE A FAST INbest of printing and developing at
DOOR EVENT
Mrs. L. P. Wright's. Adv.

MILLERS ART
REMEMBER, IT IS THE PERFECTION OF THE

il

FANSi INTERESTED NEW MEXICO IS A

k w

LiUIiAIj

Mrs. W. Slack was suddenly taken
111

Cream Loaf Flour

Moria? ch

t

Try a dram jf Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

And the Best of Their Kind

1313.

12,

.

j.

ri

"

FEBRUARY

J.

JOHN SEN

C.

D.
B.

SON

&

Licensed Agents for Hoosier Cabinets

623-62-

Douglas Avenue

5

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Raynolds, Vice President. Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, AsRasitfint Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANE
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive, Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Pais! on Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

i

At The Home of liis Best of Everything Eatable

Stricly Fresh Home Laid
35c per dozen

-

Eggs
Kansas Eggs

30c per dozen

iust

THE

GRAAF

& UAYWARH

CO. STORE

OVERLAND HOD.L 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

CONSPIRACY
BY

Him

BARELA-WYCOF-

F

Colo, Feb. LI. Testimony
f
out today at the
senatorial contest was Intended
to Rhow that aa groat a conspiracy
In Las Animas county among
the democrats to defeat Senator Ba-it-o
rcla us among the republicans to
Barola-Wy-oiii'-

de-f.-

Dr. D.

the city hall at

S

n

FACTIONS

Denver,

Wycoff.

its chambers

in

o'clock.

CONTEST
IN THE COLORADO SENATE
OCCUPIES TIME.

THE
,

GII.W

at,

J. Harper

tes-

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
KamwiB City, Mo., Fob. 12. Cattl
',"U0. Market strong to 10
receipt
cents higher. Native steers $78.75;

southern stoers $5i7,n0; southern
cows and heifers $l(y.6'50; native cows
iuni heifers
$t8; Blockers and feeders $G7.7!; bulls $5.2506.25; calves
$n.r0ci. 10; western steers $0.508;
western cows $4 (f? 6 . 75.
Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market strong
5 cents higher.
Bulk of sales $8
8.15; heavy $7. 90(f) '8.10; packers and
butchers $8.0G(fj8.25; lights $88.20;
pigs' $6.75(7.25.
Slue" receipts 0,000. Market 10 to
13 cents liigher.
Muttons $4.506
Colorado luniis 7. 90(rj 8. 75;
range
wethers and yearlings $3.237.7,r
range ewes $3.505.75.

tified' that in a conversation with
former State Senator T. S. Wood the
latter said he owned the Forbes
mine In the Forbes precinct, and that
if "any of the men emp'ioyed in the
mine Toted for Eareia he would be
.
;
discharged."
HOLLIS LACKS SEVEN
Harper said the count showed Ti
democrats and one republican voted
Concord, N. H., Feb. 12. Henry F.
in that precinct Three witnesses Hollis, democrat, again lacked seven
wnre cJbed to testlf!y that they vot- votfla of the number necessary to
ed fi? repuMicia ticket in that pro elect w hen the Icglsalturo balloted for
!!'. .
failed Stales senator loday. Ho bad
W vofc, to 10!, for JMwnrd N. lVr-turn,

r--

iWlcnti.

The Indiana club, better known as
the Uoosiers, held a meeting 'last

item

wet

We are dally presenting our

results of perfect laundering
hundreds

of patrons,

endorsing

It

with

who

their

to

are
con-

tinued patronage.
SHIRTS, COLLARS,
AND

CUFF WORK

THAT IS

UNEQUALLED.

city hall. Plans were
the future of the club
and prospects were found to be good.
The chit) has already a goodly number of members and before long it
expects to have a large membership.

night at
discussed

lie
for

The bids on the Y. M. C. A. magazines will rlose February 14. A num.
ber of hldn h;ive been made but there
are still a few magazines and periodicals on which tirures shave not
been made. The Y. M. C. A. guarantees to deliver the magazines to
the home of the people instead of
having them call at the association.
There are nearly 40 magrzlnes and
periodicals (n file tA the association.
Kianks will be furnished at

the

Y, M.

C.

Las Veas Steam

building for thoje

who wish to bid.

THE LEAD
We have adopted the plan of selling
bananas by the pound instead the old
way by the dozen. Py the pound you
just what you pay for. Today we
are
extra, fancy Hananas for
ALWAYS

j

A.

IN

t

j

Laundry

9

j

f'lioiic Miii'IH

67 Vovht Are

cts.

a lb.

1KB LAVW,
The Ciudi Grocer.

each

THERE

IS

25c

Fancy Boston Mackerel
2 for

'Dainty" Boneless

25c

pk.

DUALITY

UTS

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

15c

Mid-

dles Codfish, per pd

.

25c

"Pure Food" Sardines
per can
can-

IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

"Swan's Down" fibcred

'Ferndell

Fowler Preps

v

25c

"Highest Grade"

&

Cod-

fish, per box
Codfish, per

Whalen,

Go

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LAOEL

Extra Fancy Mackerel

Tiie oil y council will meet tonight

Machine

&

ioc

Sardines, per

-

'Qrawn " Sardines per
can

"

11

;c

i a
I

25c

1
U

?nr ft I

HI

Insist on "Hunts" If you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

0

A L M

jr

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

j

p 11 r p 1
puis
SlU ti SI it L II
"The Colfee Man"

p

HD W

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND; RETAIL
ftxl

f Mm In

